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CllAPTE1l l. 
INTRODUCTION 
As a young nation, Tanganyika's long•run aspiration in. 
agriculture is to help the majority of African peasant farmers 
emerge from the partly suasistence economy and partly monetary 
economy into a cash economy. In such an economy an individual 
. . 
farmer can produce to feed and clot~e other• besides bis family. 
The transfer from a subsistence economy to a cash economy 
will necessitate that 1a1'or, capital and managerial alJility IN! 
combined with land to increase total agricultural output and at the 
same time protect and improve fertility of the soil. Introduction 
of farm mechanization,. as experience in more advanced countries has 
shown. is one of the ways of increasing total agricultural output. 
It will ena•le farmers to cultivate more than the 10 per cent of the 
total availaale crop land which they now cultivate and also make it 
possible to increase production per acre. 
While realizing the J,enefits of mechanization, it would \te 
foolish to plunge into• mechanization program without careful 
regard to the socio-economic and political problems which it might 
invoke. Tanganyika shall, therefore, 'he charged with the duty of: 
{a) using appropriate mechanization to increase agricultural production 
through the improvement of existing systems of farming. (It) opening 
up new areaa,and (c) instituting types of fazming llased on more 
intensive and permanent use of land. 
Objectives of atud2 
The objectives of this study are; (1) to elucidate the socio• 
economic and political problems which might be faced when mechani• 
. ,' . 
zation is introduced in a au»sistence economy; (2) to identify the 
need for mechanization in Tanganyika in order to increase production 
. . 
of ltoth export crops and domestically consumed agricultural products; 
(3) to offer same suggestions and recoimnendations as to the possible 
. . 
lines of action to be taken by all concerned with the use of mechani-
zation; (4) to evaluate costs and returns of mechanization, and 
(5) to evaluate credit and marketing pro~lems associated with farm 
mechanization. 
Social Prohlems and l1e<;hag.1;at!gn 
. The consequences ·of· the: introduction of mechanization will · 
accentuate the ·effects of transition from subsistence to commercial·•·-
economy. · Mechanization, like com:nercialtsm in its other aspects, 
will make comunities subject to' the effects of price changes. ·• It 
will tend t:o sharpen confiicta ltetween young and old, weaken 
established forms of diacl.pline· and ,ocial insurance, heighten compe• 
·tition for land, and will result' in some misuse of land and other 
basic resources. Even family bonds may be weakened 'lty changes in 
responaiaility for work and ~Y greater independence which cash may 
afford to individuals.: ·Local· antagonisms may, also· tend to· incxease · 
1,ecauae · authorities will lte tempted to impose controls on ordinary meu. 
Societies will assume a deeper and diffet'ent stratification accordtng 
·to economic productivity rather· than customary ·equalitarianism. 
- The transition from subsistence to conmercial economy ta under 
way in almost all areas in the country. The inevitable demands for 
adequate and secure supplies of food• other goods and services cannot 
be met without large tncreasea in agricultural production. Thia 
means that much hard work must be done and much initiative shown. 
Incentives to change must, therefore, be big enough and direct enough 
to provide increased production. lt also means that aocieties must 
be prepared to make substantial readjustments in syatema of faming, 
in land tenum, and. to accumulate much more capital. · These essentials 
·w111 be secured only through further transition towards commercial 
agriculture. 
In many areas, existing economic transition and cultural 
chariges:saemtobe·resulting in aome social frustration; ·For social 
· reasons, a full and clear consideration and testing of the possible 
firm lines of future economic progress with necessary parallel social 
safeguards is now needed. 
' 
Mechanization may prove, in so far as it is truly economic, a 
most useful development. In numerous regions, the opportunities 
offered by mechanization may appear both spectacular and worthwhile. 
The eaay and quick performance of tacks mich have previously required 
' ' 
much toil would generally be regarded with favor. 
The social and economic disciplines, which greater conmerciaU.sm 
sooner or later requires, will need to be taught and administered in 
connection with mechanization of agriculture, perhaps more readily 
than in other ways. Even so, the. social problem of securing adequate 
local leadership would be one of those which would be aggravated by 
aechanization. Real native leadership w111 be needed not only ,to 
gain support for mechanization, but to 1$&Cure wise adaptation of 
farming systems• eff ieient use of machinery• and development- of . 
financial and marketing arrangements. Leadership will be needed• too, 
in altel'ing the layout of fields .and plots and in achieving land 
tenure arrangements appropriate to changed econ0111ic conditions. Where 
farms are big enough .•nd largely conmercia1 and when 1.ocal govern .. 
ment is soundly developed, reliance for leadership can be placed 
mainly on p,:ogressive farmers. However,. in many areas adequate and 
balanced leadership will be difficult to secure. All leading indi• 
viduals and social groups who can make effective contributions should, 
tberefore, be carefully sought .out 411d properly informed. COC!llUtUll 
working groups may be helpful, though usually only to a limited 
extent. , .· 
Land Tenure Problems and Jfechanization 
T;nganyika's mai~ aim must be to convert African ag~icu1ture 
from its present statue of subsistence and land deterioration, to 
farming as a business activity which justifies the injection of capital. 
achieves a much higher level of productivity, and appreciably raises 
the level of living. Problems of land tenure wili affect all types of 
. . 
agricultural efforts to organize African production on a large scale 
with planned settlement, inigation schemes, estate agriculture and 
demarcation of forest and game reserves. 
Present SitYA!;ion: · Except in forest and game reserves, areas · 
alienated for towns, trading centers, and for non•Afriean agricul• 
ture, land tenure ls in accordance with "Native Law and Custom" 
which currently includes more than 80 peir cent of the country. 
The tribal boundaries have tended to restrict movements of agrtcul• 
tural populations on any substantial scale. -rhe -rule• of ·customary 
usage· in land tenure ·vary aecordlng to td.bal groupa, but in geneml, 
land f.a cormaunally owned by the tribe or clan. · Individuals did not 
and, for the moat part, still do not own land, but· they have user 
rights in cultivated land and these are com:nonly extending to· fallow 
land. 
'. In most areas· of the territory~ the right to occupy land 11 
considered irrevocable; and, f.n many areas, it ts· the clearing, 
cultivating• the •stablishing of tree cropa, or constructing of a 
house which guarantees individual use for as long as the signs of 
individual activity persist. tri cenain places, occupancy may be 
terminated on grounds of misconduct. Inheritance of user rights ia 
generally possible; by either matrilineu or patrillnear tribal 
rulea. 
When land was plentiful, the traditional system of land tenure 
was very informal. Land considered sufficient for eubsiatence needs 
was allocated to members of the local community without f{Uestion and 
could be allocated to strangers at discretion. In these circumst#nces. 
the local land autho't'ity was c0111DOn1y a tribal or c tan head or a body 
of elders of little importance.· ln purely pastoral cODmUnities. · 
coamunal ownership of land is largely the rule. Among the cultivating 
com::runities 'Wllich also koep livestock, there is generally communal 
use of grazing land, including land lying fallow and cultivated land 
from which crops have been harvested. 
The penetration of the money ecoi,omy, the increased popula--
tion pressure on land, the decline in tribal authority, the planting 
of permanent ca.sh crops and in some cases, the erection of permanent 
houses, have modified the traditional systems of lnnd tenure., '?here 
has been a atmng tendency toward the development of individual tenure 
and cntmrship in land in places ~ilere population is dense or w11ere 
permanent cash crops have been extensively planted. ln some aroas 
this has occurred with the approval of local authorities, but in other 
places these authorities have prevented or opposed the acquisition of 
individual tenure. tn many areas, tho traditional land authorities 
have made overt efforts to adjust native law and custom to meet chansing 
circumstances; in other areas there has been evasion of customary ltR 
by people seoking individual ownership of land. The process of change 
and adjustment has thus in many places rasulted in land tenure being 
in a confused and unsatisfactory state. For instance, under the old 
customs it W4S cm:mon practice for a man to pledge bis user right in 
land to another: 1.n exchange for a loon., but he could always redeem bis 
rights regardless bow long the pledgec used the land. In recent times, 
however I if a pledgee has occupied the land for a long period and has 
planted permanent crops or effected permanent improvements on it, 
society baa often held either that he has acquired permanent rights 
to the land w1tich virtually aaounto to ownership, or that the pledger 
must pay compensation for the improvements before resuming occupatton. 
These, and other• circumstances have led to muc.b litigation. Some of 
the disadvantages of the present tenure system are:· 
· a. Farmers have not the same interest in the care and dm,"Clop• 
ment of their land as they would have if it were 'their ot-m freehold 
property, 
, b. They could not count on readily obtaining user rights in 
further land £-rem tribal area; 
c. lt is difficult to introduce more intensive, planned 
farming; 
d. ·· Land use plarming on ama basis ia very difficult; 
e. -There is no tneans of preventing unproductive or destruc-
tive use of land; 
f. It is impracticable to move numbers of people from an 
overcrowded tribal land unit to one with land to spare;· 
g. - Land cannot be used as security for ·loans• 
In the last years 6f the colonial government,· Africans had 
become very sensitive to any intervention of the central- governmant 
in matters of land tenure.- · The disadvantages of existing tenure 
system are indicators of need for chanze 1n the land tenure pattern. 
The East African Royal Comnission Report·•- 19S3•55 stated 
" ••• individual tenure should lead to the release and encouragement 
of new genius and to experiment in finding the most productive use 
of land. 111 
1 East Afr~csm Royal comtssion 1953-195,5 Report. London: 
Ber Majesty's Stationery Office. P. 323. 
need for new land tenure legislation and sets the most important 
requirement as " •••• establish grounds for confidence that existing 
property rigl1ts will not be arbitrarily disturbed. n 2 It suggests 
that "the govermnent shall not cRercin.e any right to dispooe of tand 
without an eDtabliohed legal process of adjudication and registration 
of all interests in the land in question first being· carried out." 
One approach to land 1.-cform could be carried QUt with local land 
boards •. With t11is approach or any other, the agrarian laws sl1ould 
recognize the follotdng different rit;hts in land: 
a. Central government lands including forest and gsma 
reserves. 
b. Local eovcrnI!l!!nt lands including forests and local public 
lands. 
c. Reserved lands held by the central government to be given 
i 
.to individualc or groups of individuals os fre~hold or leasehold. 
' 
d. Land a:vni.lable to Africans for agriculture and animal 
husbandry. t1hich tfOuld be subdivided i'1to the fol1ow1.ng catezories: 
1. recognized individual pe~ncnt holdings. 
2. individual leaseholds for pomancnt or indefinite periods. 
3. communal lendo for temporary cropping and/or group tra~ing. 
O:r..sanizatig,n pf %ht! R.efo,m: The central problem in establishing 
administrative arrangements to carry through land tenure refom 
would be the reconciliation of central government and local interests. 
The estabU.shncnt of local land boards could aid in winning the local 
consent. These land boards could be instituted gradually as needed 
in different areas. 
,Gomposttion and Jlaturg of I.h! Area LPm1 Bgqstg: The powers and 
responsibilities of these boards could be laid down by the terri"' . 
torial legislation. Their composition should differ according to 
local circumstances; they could be appointed and could contain 
effective representation of the traditional land authorities. of 
progressive land users, and limited number of officers of the tech• 
nical departments most concerned. The main function. of these boards 
would be with local government.lands and with land available for 
. African agriculture. . In many areas a major task of the boards would 
be the development of rules• for the proper use of communal grazing 
grounds, designed to secure full advantage from the provision of 
water, flood and tsetse3 control. 
In Tanganyika land fragmentation bas only taken place to a 
limited extent end only a few land boards will be faced with the 
3A group of biting flies. of the Glossina species. · They are 
carriers of trypanosomes which cause sleeping sickness to humans and 
bovine trypanosomieaia to livestock. Their widespread existence 
-render■ 207 .ooo square miles or over 60 per cent of the country 
unsuitable for both livestock and human habitation. 
problem of land contolidation. 4 Wherever land consolidation will 
have to be carried out, the government would need to assist farmers 
to follow-up consolidation with a planning scheme in, order to prevent: 
soil deterioration and a return to fragmentation • 
.form of Jndi_xiduq:& Jan,d Title and Itn l!Jnction: The areas over which 
individual tenure is needed is about ono million acres• but this area 
will definitely e~-pand in the next generation. Although there is a 
general agreement that inheritable and saleable individual holdings 
are a prerequisite to agricultural development there is considerable 
difference of opinion about the particular form which individual right 
to land should take. The term freehold should be reserved for the 
existins land already held under thia system and for urban areas used 
for business. Another texm which confer& the meaning of individual 
ownership should be devised in order to gain African acceptability. 
The recognition of individual ownership should• in most cases, be 
registered with a local land board. 
4 
Land consolidation is the reorsanization of land tenure in 
which an individual's small plots sccttered all over an area are 
measured end their total acreage added up and the individual is 
given a consolidated plot whose area ts the sum of the area of the 
scattered plots. 
CHAPTER 11 
MACHINERY PROBLEMS 
Types of Work 
Mechanization of arable crops grown in Tanganyika does not 
present a major technical problem because most of those which will 
be mechanized, .including corn, cotton. peanuts, millets, sorghum, 
cassava, sweet potatoes, soybeans, cas.tor. sunflower, and others, 
have been mechanized in more advanced countries. The main problem 
. . . 
will be .the determination of the economic limits of adopting wl1at 
has been done in these countries. 
Broadly, tractor power may be put to the two main uses, 
agricultural farm work and civil engineering uses. The latter in• 
volves soil conservation, road construction, and primary brush 
clearing. l In mechanizing agriculture the multipurpose tractors, 
heavy enough to do plowing during the dry season and suitable for 
light civil engineering work, are preferable. The jobs that would 
be performed by using tractors would be many. 
;Expansion of farming in new areas will require considerable 
brush clearing. The use of heavy tractors and suitable equipment, 
\. 
1 J • E. Mayne The Small Tropical Farm and Mechanization. 
World Crops 2: Nov. 1950. 465-468. 
e.g., winches and band-saws, will enable labor to clear b-rush. In 
cases, where large trees exist, the use of chemical and biological 
methods to kill and rot down tree stumps and roots, though slow, 
might be cheaper than digging them out. 
Tractors fitted with graders or disk plows could be used for 
making soil conservation bunds (bunds are big soil ridges planted 
with grass along contour lines to prevent soil erosion) especially 
during the slack season on steep land. On less steep land, erosion 
could be controlled by tying (making ridges five feet apart and 
tying them with cross ridges at intervals (Figurel). Ordinary agri• 
cultural tractors could be fitted with equipment to be used in con-
structing dams during the off-season. This wo~k could provide earth 
dams with capacities of up to 10 million gallons of water. Tractors 
fitted with graders or angle•dozers could be used to make farm roads 
and maintain community roads. 
The task of opening land with tractors varies according to the 
type of land and cultivation used. It might involve (1) opening after 
clearing, using heavy disk plow or heavy mouldboard plow, (2) opening 
after resting by direct disk plow or mouldboard plow preceded by 
(3) 
disking, opening after a previous tillage crop by disk or mouldboard 
plow, or (4) ridger spliting old ridges. Opening hillsand soils or 
mbuga (valley bottom) soils (Figure 2) will cause more wear and tear 
in the dry season. Whether the disk or mouldboard plow is used will 
depend on soil condition and other natural obstructions (Figures 3, 4, 
5, and 6). Hard soils and fields with obstructions would require the 
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use of a disk plow because it rolls out of obstructions and cuts 
the surface trash. Where ridges are necessary, use of ridging plow 
or middle•buster will be necessary. Tho longer the period of opening 
the less difficult it will be to find alternative uses for the equip• 
ment. Wet season plowing is unlikely to present difficulties other 
than when ground is too wet for traction. 
ln most areas transport of produce to market is still done by 
headloading (Figure 7). The bicycle has been used in other areas 
and lorry transport has been introduced but the charges per mile are 
too high for the ordinary farmers. It would be necessary that the 
introduction of tractors take into account hauling equipment to en• 
able farmers to transport their produce to local markets. 
In many homes, the millin~ and threshing operations are carried 
out by women (Figures 8, 9, and 10). Introduction of small hand or 
small engine-operated mills and shellers, possibly owned co•operntively 
would release women for other farm jobs. Use of tractor power to drive 
hammer-mills during the off season would relieve the women of their 
heavy duties and at the same time provide more work for the tractor. 
If the acreage of cash crops is increased, drilling and plane-
:ing equipment will be needed to replace the practice of broadcasting 
seed. This would make later cultivations easy; tractor mounted or ox• 
drawn cultivators could be used between the rows. 
Currently, mechanical harvesting is uneconomical because of the 
high cost of harvesting machinery, but the introduction of simple machin-
ery such as grain binders and root crop diggers would supplement manual 
labor required for such jobs. 
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Txees of Machinery 
Operation and maintenance information on all types of machinery, 
together with detailed informntf.on of their suitability, should be 
made available with the introduction of snechanieation. lt will also 
be necessary that research be carried out to fill the gaps in existing 
knowledge of most suitable types of machinery. • 
Field trials in which all operating costs are studied should 
be made for various types of machines before large scale importation 
is tmdertaken. Regional Agricultural Research Stations, already in 
existence, and at ,mich machineey has been used for a considerable 
period, should play a more important role. Previously machinery use 
data have not been kept with cost analysis as an objective. Data 
from those sources could be used to compare with trials in new areas 
vherc machinery has not been used before. These data would thus help 
in deciding which type of tractor and equipment would suit the varying 
conditiotlS. However, in introducing tractors and equipment, robust• 
ness and safety relenses must carefully be considered to allow for 
generally rough conditions and lack of experience. 
The types of tractors which will be imported will depend on 
availability ln the manufacturing countries. Initially the work will 
be opening of land which will require considerable horsepower. Medium 
sized multipurpose tractors for use with row crop equipment will be 
batter suited than the heavy crawler types. A tractor with 20 to 40 
drnwbor horsepower which can be fitted with oteel, pneumatic or half• 
track equipment would handle most conditions of opening work, and be 
suitable for other farm operations including transport war:k. Other 
heavier wheeled or half-track tractors would be,used on harder or 
heavier soils for opening land, but would be limited in scope ·for 
other operations. Smaller lighter tractors with 15 to 20 drawbar 
horse .. power can be used on a licltecl scale on light, easy working 
soils, but they are more economtetil- for transportation purposes •. 
The use of tractors St14ller than 1S draw'bar borseppower for field 
operations has been observed and found to be uneconomical and tech• 
nicnlly untlenirahlo because of.lack of traction and easy breakages, 2, 3,. 
Even the use of 2•stroke engine rotary cultivatore. for inter-row 
wed control cultivation :f.n permanent crops like coffee would be un• 
economical 4 ' 5 ' •. 
Plows: Because it handles easy and rides over rocks, stunps 
and other obstacles, tho disc plow ha.e been found to give tbe minimnu 
of- trouble. On research stations· at least one t1isk plow bas been used · 
successfully. :Disk plowo wear slowly in abrasive eons._ The chief'_. 
trouble vf.th the disk plows ls that they leave a rough finish, but 
this can be corrected by proper setting of implements. Their riding 
· 2J. E. Hayne, The Small Tropical Fann Mechanization. 
Yorld Crops 2: Nov. 1950. 465-468. 
3J. L. Joy, A Symposium on Mechnnical Culti~ation in Ugnndn1 1960. 
Uganda Argus Ltd. PP• 108•113. · • · . . Pub. 
4c. Artlun.·, Can Peasant Farmins BC! Mechanized? Farm Mech. 15 
(166): 54-ss. 1963. 
St~. B. Boshoff, Performance of Single Axle Tractors on Peasant 
Coffee Farms in nuganda. East African Agric. & Forestry Journal. Vol. 
XA'VII, No. 2, Oct. 1961. 
over rocks and other obstacles also means that these objects will 
remain hidden. If the obstructions remain under the surface and 
:lt is important to remove them, then the use of the mouldboard plow 
may be necessary. Several models of mouldboard:, plows could be intro• 
duced. 
Harrows: One make of offset notched disk harrow has been 
used successfully on the estates and would be suitable for medium 
to heavy tractors. Other heavy models could be used depending on 
soil conditions and the size of the farming enterprise. In most·· 
conditions· the notched disk harrow, used one to four times after :· 
plowing would be the only cultivation implement needed before plan• 
ting if ridging is not to be undertaken. 
Ridgers: Disk ridgers·would be more durable. but on soils 
like the Sukumaland hillsand cotton soils, plowing after a previous 
crop may not be necessary and a middle-buster (ridge splitter) could 
be used to make new ridges. Cultivation equipment 7 which makes ridges 
and ties them in one operation, could be used by more prosperous farmers 
or groups of farmers. 
Drills and Inter•Row Equipment:· For planting crops like cotton 
(delinted seed), corn~ beans, peanuts, soybeans and other such seeds, 
several planters could be used. A ltlOdern unit planter system, which 
plants on ridges, speeds up the planting work, but is expensive. It 
could be used on bigger settlement schemes. For small seeds, e.g. 
finger millet, sorghum, bulrush millet, seed drills similar to a garden 
seeder could be used. 
Workshops and Services 
In various areas in Tanganyika where a few enterprising 
individuals have bought cultivation machinery, it baa often been 
left to lie and rust in the field due to lack of training• spares 
and service facilities. 6 . 
Introduction of mechanization would. require the provision of 
workshops, spare parts, fuel and oils and servicing facpitics. 7 
The tnanufac turers of the various machines should. be willing to provide 
a.network of such facilities through their agents and each type of 
machinery and equipment should be accompanied wit.~ a clearly vritton 
instruction manual. Tl1e government and .farmer co-operatives should 
co-operate to encourage the provision of ouch services. 
Sttlf f and Training 
There is a genc:ral lack of acquaintance with machinery and 
equipment both on the part of Agricultural Extension officers and 
on the part of African tractor drivers. t11is occurs because many 
expartriate officers from u. K. had little training in farm machinery 
operation and maintenance. African drivers are ex•lorry (truck) 
drivers or ox•anzy lorry drivers wo could only do the driving, con• 
sequently they abandoned the tractor tlhenever anything went vrong. 
Apart from a general knowledge of machinery by all extension officers, 
Ga. C. Heath, Mechanization of Indian Agriculture. 
Yorld Crops 10 (10), 1958. PP• 360•363. 
7o. Nervick, Mcchnnization in Undcrdaveloped Countries. 
J. Farm Econ. 43 (3). Aug. 1961. PP• 663-666. 
specialists are needed to teach fam ir.achincry operation and to con• 
duct research on machi.ner1 p.:-oblcms. The course in farm mechani::ation 
at Makercre University College has bean turning out a fow officers 
with a general knowledge of machinery tl3intanance, but this training 
is inadequate for all needs. 
Other training courses could be.planned by tlle Ministry of 
Agriculture to produce field officers and mechanics to be in charge 
of farm_institutes. At the institutes farmers could gain experience 
in working witb machinery and various aspects of farm management. 
On the return to their farms or settlement, such £armers could be-
coma good machinery operators capable of dealing with minor machinery 
problems. 
CH.APTER III 
PROBtEMS OF FABM ORGA"UIZATION 
zactors Affecting Fam:tns §XBtems 
Climatic ]tactorg: In Tanganyika the equatorial rain forest belt 
lies along the shores of Lake Victoria (Figure 11). The soils in 
this area have been used to produce robusta coffee and banana 
plantains cunently not suited to mechanical cultivation. Other 
· areas of tropical forest with higher rainfall are found on slopes 
of mountains such as Kilimanjaro and Meru where the production of 
·. Arabica coffee and other permanent crops has been developed. The 
high Savanah area with annual rainfall of 2S to 55 inches and with 
two growing seasons forms the area most suitable for crop production, 
but this area is limited in Tanganyika. The vast area suitable for 
arable crop production is t~e more open Savanah country with rainfall 
of 2S to 40 inches per year. In this area the agricultural and live• 
stock potential is limited by low and seasonal rainfall. Much of the 
rainfall occurs in storms of high intensity during which a large part 
of the precipitation runs off. 
The rainfall over much of this Smrannh area is unreliable, 
varying greatly in amount from year to year and in its distribution 
between months within the rainy season. Only one-third of the total 
available area for arable crop production has the rainfall reliability 
30 
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of 95 per cent of receiving 30 inches per year (Figure 11). Another 
one-third of the area has less than 85 per cent expectation of 
receiving 20 inches of rain per year and is mainly suitable for 
extensive ranching or pastoralism. The. remaining one-third of this 
area is largely submarginal for economic crop production. 'The lack 
,· • ,' •• • > 
of water in 60 to 70 per"cent of the country and presence of tsetse 
• d• ~~ F • 
has led to much of the country being uninhabited except where; arti-
ficial water supplies can be provided during the long dry season. 
Introduction of mechanization in these areas. apat't from being con-
cerned with arable crop production, would also be used to provide 
water for humans and livestock. Provision of water will save the 
time spent f.t\ hauling water; for instance, cases are known where it 
takes one day to the watering point and another day to bring the 
water to the village. 
Crops: Though cropping in the tropical rain foTeet belt ts not suited 
to mechanization, tho success in the pe:manent crop production in 
these areas, e.g. Robusta coffee in Bukoba and Arabica coffee in 
Kilimanjaro areas, baa influenced the increase of production of arable· 
crops in the neighboring ·savanah. · :· Higher incomes from iates of coffee 
have been used to purchase com and millet grown in the low lying 
Savanah area~. Most of the. food crops grown are ·srabui dominated by 
com. in areas with better rainfall, and sorghum and millets in drier 
areas. :Paddy is grown i  wet lands •. Considerable quantities of sweet 
potatoes and cassava are also produced. Most food crop is on a self• 
.. 
supply basis, though surpluses are sold damasttcally. Tabl~ 1" shows 
the value of food crops sold in 19S8. 
TABLE I. 
Value of Sales of Food Crops at 1958 Prices. Tanganyika* 
Crops 
Cassava 
Other root crops 
Corn 
Millets 
Sorghum 
Beans and Peas · 
Bananas 
Fruits 
Vegetables 
Total 
Value 
Produced 
. (1,000) .. 
$20,384 
4,452 
24,976 
30,380 
21,896 
15,008 
18,760 
10,080 
4.032 
$149,968 
Per Cent 
Sold 
10 
10 
2S 
15 
15 
30 
10 
30 
20 
Value offf 
Sales 
'(1,000) 
" 
-
$2,044 
448 
6,244 
3,038 
3,290 
4,508 
1,876 
3,024 
§12 
$25,284 
"'E_co.n,omf.c J)eyelopp:;ent of TanganyfkA -- Report of a mission 
organized by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop• 
ment, P. 414. · · 
~e currency 1n circulation in Tanganyika is the East 
African shilling maintained at par with the United Kingdom shilling. 
One 8hilltng is divided into 100 East African cents. 
One shilling (sh. 1.00) • 1~ (u.s. cents) 
Seven East African cents (7 cts.) • le 
Shillinss 20.00 • £1 • $2.80 
In thin thesis, East African currency figures have been 
converted into u. s. dollars and cents. 
TABLE II. 
Export Values of Major Annual Cash Crops, 1960, Tanganyika.• 
Crop Value 
Cotton'lrlr $25,152,439 
Beans and '2,163,034 
Soybeans 151,236 
Castor seed 2,448,096 
Peanuts 2,947,652 
Com (surpluses) 2,122.2ao 
Sesame ·1.796,237 
Tobacco 251,716 
Total $37,032,750 
"Tanganyika Data Book, Agriculture and,Animal Husbandrx. 
Issued by Tanganyika Information Service, Oct. 1961. 
fftncludes cotton lint, cotton seed, and cotton seed oil. 
The major arable cash crops• production of vhich will greatly 
be expanded by introduction of mechanuation, along with their export 
values arc listed in Table It.· 
The tctal value of the eight crops wao about 34 per cent of· 
the total value of all agricultural products sold. The value of all 
agricultu-ral products sold tfS.S $114 1742,872. · ~.echanization wil1 aid 
the er..pansion of s.rerut in these crops, :!ncree.se yield per acre,· 
improve the efficiency of the marketing system and improve the quality 
of crops. 
,L__ivestock: tn plannina to introduce· mechanical cultivation, systems 
of livestock husbandry should be coru,idered'becauae: 
' . 
1. The livestock mny afford some possibilities of using 
draft animals rather than tractors for specified ·jobs~' 
2. lnter;ratf.on with cropping systems may help to maintain 
soil fertility and provide an ndditiona1 sour.:e of income. The 
U.veatock and crops will be complementary in that use of barn yard 
manure vill increase crop production and the livestock will produc:4 
more products, e.g. milk, by 'fully utilizing the waste product& 
from the cultivated land. and 
· 3. · In many areas livestock may be important as reserves of 
food and capital to be drawn on when crop yields am low. 
Population: In 1960 tbe· population t13s 8.9 million Africans, 84.000 
Asians, 28.000 Arabs and 231000 Europeans. Of the African· population 
only 0.5 million vas in paid e:iplo~nt. The African population io 
composed of 120 tribal groups, with different custom and habits 
affecting farming oystems. Hence, problems of development are 
heterogenous, depending on the tribal group. The overall population 
density was estimated to be 26 people per square mile and by 1970 
may be 32 people per square mile. African rate of increase was 
estimated to be about 1.6 per cent per year, but together wi_th non ... 
Africans the rate of population increase was estimated to be about 
1.75 per cent. It is at present a fai~ generali2ation to say thnt 
Tanganyika has no population pressure on land similar to:that 
egperienced in Asian countries. Less than 10 per cent of the lend 
available is cultivated I though a larger area is grazed. In soae 
parts, however, especially in areas t1ith fertile soils, like the 
slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro and the take region, there is already 
pressure on the land (Figure 11). ln such areas, tribal boundaries 
and personal attachmant to the native environment hinder movements 
of population to less crowded areas. 
In these overcrot-1ded areas, bad crop and livestock husbandry 
ia causing rapid deterioration of land. lt is desirable to arrange 
schemes of moving people from these 4re48 to empty areas with 
reasonable fertility. There have been cases in which voluntary 
movement has taken place, e.g. from central Suku:naland to the east 
and west in Geita's new cotton growing area. Other fertile empty 
valley lands, on which crop production could be greatly increased 
with mechanization and irrigation, exist in the Kilombero Valley, 
Pangani river valley and other river valleys. Major problems which 
will be faced in moving people to new areas will be high cost of 
clearing brush and eradication of tsetse fiy, construction of access 
roads, provision of water and prevention of land destruction by poor 
husbandry. It is in these areas that careful planning of farms and 
use of mechanical equipment promises tho greatest opportunities of 
increasing crop production. 
E;istcnt to HM.ch The Economy R!S. ncsn Made Comnetsial 
The extent to which cash incentives have affected agriculture 
varies greatly froci region to region. The development within different 
regions ls scbematf.zed in Figure 12. 
Stagc1: A• D, and F are relatively unimportant in Tanganyika and 
will not be discussed. 
Stage»: Introduction of a new cash crop is difficult because people 
are not cash minded. The husbandry requirements may not fit the 
indicenous faming systems. This wan tl1e experience of many areas 
in East Africa in the early part of the twentieth century vhcn many 
cash crops, e.g. cotton, had to be introduced through compulsion by 
the colonial ad!:linistrations. 
§ta.se C: This is the most common staso in East Africa today. Apart 
from the need for tax money• (the 1DOney required by an adult male to 
pay poll tax) cash is needed for the purchase of clothing, other 
manufactured goods to replace homemade goods, (e.g. factory soap 
instead of homemade soap, patent medicines instead of locally collected 
herbal cures, and toothbrushes instead of toothsticks). When the cash 
crop prices fall, few purchased goods arQ required and the family can 
atill subsist on home pn>duce without great hardship. Thia way of 
life infiuencco attitudes of people, for er.ample, the conception that 
a man should only depend on money for his food or housing is considered 
Figure 12. Schematic Representation of Extent to Which Agriculture 
Has Been Commercialized in Tanganyika.1 
STAGE A )!tJRE SUBSISTENCE 
STAGE B
STAGE C 
SUBSISTENCE PLUS CASH CROPS 
Tax money no longer major incen• 
tive. Crops grown to make money. 
Labor not exported; seldom impor• 
ted. This stage is common in 
many areas, e.g. in cotton grow• 
ing region in the Lake area. 
STAGE  
CASH FARMING ECONOMY 
Labor is hired. This is repre-
sented by Plantation Agriculture 
in Tanganyika cnmed exclusively by 
non-African investors. 
No taxation; no cash crops, no 
eltport or import of labor. This 
stage does not exist in Tangan· 
yika today. It was the state 
of affairs in the Congo forest 
inhabited by the Pygmies a 
few years ago. 
.§YBSI§TENCE WITH TAXAIION 
Cash crops grown for tax money. 
Labor exported for most periods 
to obtain tax money. This con-
dition exists in several regions 
in Tanganyika. Labor migrations, 
for instance, from. Western re• 
gion supply the European plan• 
tations in the East. 
STAGED 
SUBSISTENCE PLUS CASH 
Ta: money no longer major incen .. 
tive. Considerable number of 
men go outside their district 
to work for cash. Many regions 
in the country fall within this 
category in varying degrees. 
STAGE F
·~Asn INDUSTRIAL ECOUQMY 
Labor hired; for instance in 
tbe gold and diamond mining 
areas in the country. 
1Designed from Jleport of A Survey of Problems in The Mechani-
zation of Native Agriculture in Tropical African Colonies. Colonial 
Advisory Committee Agriculture, Animal Health, and Forestry, Pub. No. 
1, 1950, P. 17. 
to be m-ong by aany people. They beU.ove that s man should only use 
money to buy goods t."hich he requires in excess of his basic needs. · 
Stage R: The cash faming economy is rarely represented among the 
Tanganyika Africans. Even among the prosperous coffee growers of 
Bukoba and Kiltmanjaro areas• coffee ic interplanted with bananas 
which are tho staple food crop. It is this stage into which the 
African should emerge as a capitalist faxmer and, in order to do so, 
cbanges will need to be made in the land tenure system and other 
institutional set•ups so as to enhance the opportunities afforded by 
the introduction of mechanization. Its development ·will also call 
for the development of industries in a fairly close association, so 
that its products can be absorbed tn the industrial sector. 
?o~~ibilities Afforded byf,~chani2at!on 
Introduction of tractors. other moti"tO power, implements and 
modern tools would afford opportunities to raise greatly the effi•. 
ciency of labor and to use more fulty and w1oaly resources of soil 
and water. Work m1£ht be done quicl«?r, easier and better than it in 
done by hand. liork tmich is not presently done by hand could be 
accomplished. An ~ample of farm job:1 tmich could be made easier and 
speeded up is early planting and weedinn. During the dry·seaoon most 
soils set very hard and land preparation cannot be undertaken during 
the dry seacon. nonce, the heavy work of soodbed preparation must be 
completed vithin a few weeks after the end of the dry season during 
which time weed grot1th is very rapid. Late planting and weeding often 
reduce crop yiolda. This early period of the cropping season is the 
labor "peak period" and is a determilulnt of the types and extent of 
cropping that can be achieved. The following example in Sukumaland 
shows the nature of the tasks which mechanization would speed up in 
opening, land. lt shows that the man days required for field opera"' 
tions after the rains begin are as follows: 2 
Scraping weeds into furrows 4 
-Splitting old ridges 8 
Planting cotton ...! 
Total 16 
Average acreage per family is six. Average number of family 
farm work.el'& per family is five. Thus 100 man days have to be 
worked by these five people, i.e. at least 20 man days by each. 
Allowing for ill health, child bearing and other factors causing 
disabilities, the preparation of this family acreage would take at 
least a period of 40 man days by each. The total labor requirement 
during this period is twice the requirement during the harvesting 
period and the work must be done in a shorter period of time. 
1conomic and Technical Limits to Mechanizattoa: If mechanization is 
to be economical, then the proportions in which land, labor, skill 
end capital are to be used in African agriculture must satisfy at 
least the following tests: 
1. It will afford to the farcers and farm labor higher returns 
f.n the form of cash (and perhaps food, shelter and medical treatment) 
2 
op cit. P• 20 
than other systems of farming. . It will be auff icient to produce. 
returns that •re competitive with alternative employments such as 
mining. · ·, 
· 2. · It, will mke ·output of land higher than it otherwise 
would be and then maintain its 'fertility. 
3. It should make it possible to meet costs without serious 
instability of incClrlies. · 
· 4. •If conditions are sufficiently favorable, it will raise 
the real · rewards of fal'IDers and fam laborers and result in accumu• · 
latf.ori of capital tor investment in further development (for illustra• 
tions of economic problems (Chapters IV and V). 
Fann Layoutg1 Organt;ation and Administration: For mechanical culti~ 
vatf.on; the sizes and shapes of .fields must be such that turning time 
ia; reduced to a ~inimum. l~ several sattled African farming ~reas 
layout of plots is very unsatisfactory; individual families have · 
fragmented plots of many types, shapes and sizes. In certain cases 
fragmentation han reached the . extent that a cultivato~ has to travel 
several miles hett:een hio plots growing the same crop. 
In Kenya under the··· SWynnerton Plan3• 4 the following ··attempt 
at reorganization of faming systems was adopted: ·. (1) customary 
land tenure, inhor!tance and fragmentation were abandoned, (2) a 
system of land consolidation· 1n whicl1 evety entitled person obtained 
3swvnncrtgp PlflI! for Reorgani,.~gtj.on of African Faming in 
I(enya. Dept. of Agric. Kenya. 
4u. L. Brown, Land Consolidatfen and Jletter Farming in J(enya. 
Emp. J. Expt. Agric. 30(120):277. 
a consolidated holding, and (3) each owner was provided with a fana 
plan indicating the conservation layout to be adopted and showing 
how the holding could be efficiently operated on an improved and 
intensive faming system. · This has been followed by close super-
vision and advice, which will have to be continued for a long time, 
to enable the farmer-to understand the fam plan and eventually to 
develop a high level of faming. The close supervision was necessary 
because farmers lack managerial ability. To achieve these goals 
farmers have been supplied with inveatment loans-for farm buildings, 
fences, water supplies,• and fertilizer. 
This scheme of reorganization of farm layouts bas had reasonable 
succeas. In Tanganyika such trends of development must be desired in 
areas ·already experiencing overcrovding. However, the Kenya success 
was originally coupled with some compulsion. Land fragmentation_in 
most areas in Tanganyika has not reached the stage it had·tn renya 
before the SWynnerton plan was launched and thus the cultivators do 
not realize the need for a reorganization scheme. Cultivators still 
oppose any measure, which attempt to change radically the land tenure. 
The launching of any large scale agrarian refom in the settled areas 
by government might at present lead to social and political instability. 
Hore attention should first be paid to the sparsely populated and 
empty areas. Developments in these area• leading to improvements in 
levels of living might eventually bring about a change of attitude 
in the conservative, already settled areaa. 
Planned Settlemnt of New At'eas: When farmat:s are ·moved to land 
opened ·up. by government by tsetse clearing, provision of watet:, flood 
contt:ol or building of access roads, the government could introduce 
methods and organization.designed to secure reasonably high yields on 
a permanent basis.· Two possible methods to secure and adopt new 
methods and new forms of organization would be: 
1. Supervised Settlement -- Supervision by the Extension Office would 
involve:···· 
a. - Laying out of holdings of economic size, for instance, 
groups of -20 farmers could be settled on 200 to 400 acre farms, each 
having size units of 10 to 20 acres. Such initial layout should 
include plans for future changes in sizes that become necessary 
because of economic progress. 
b. Working out the farming system to be adopted and laying 
down the necessary rules of soil conservation and good husbandry. 
c. Helping and inducing the settlers to fnrm efficiently and 
to follow acceptable management practices. 
d. Training of prospective farmers to join these settlement 
schemes could be.arranged in the farm institutes. Also, both in the 
farm institutes and in other pilot projects, economics of such settle• 
ments schemes should be studied as this type of information will 
enable the government to know the financial requirements of any other 
settlement schemes. 
2. Partnership Schemes -- In the partnership schemes, an effort will 
be made to increase the productivity of the holdings. These efforts 
will be provided by the government or some other agency. The goals 
will include acquisition of stock and equipment, installation of 
irrigation or other facilities., The classical success in partner• 
ship scheme 1s the Gezira Plain 5 in the Sudan.6 In Tanganyika, this 
type of organization is being tried at Kongua, Nachingwea, Urambo and 
Mbarali by the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation (a quasi•govem-
mental corporation.) The results at these sites have so far shown 
that the tenants in the schemes have not been able to earn higher. 
net returns than neighbors following traditional systems of farming. 
This vas because of the high costs of planning, purchase .of mechani• · 
.cal equipment and other financial obligations • 
. 
5A. Gaitskelt. Cezira: A Story of payelopment in the Sudan. 
Pub. Faber and Faber, 24 Russel Square, London. 
6 In this scheme, a private cottt:Htny, originally started by an 
American capitalist, Mr. s. J. Hunt from Idaho, provided capital and 
the Sudan government provided the administrative and organization 
personnel and the peasants, each working on his assigned plot under 
guidance provided labor. The company provided loans to cover each 
phase of cultivation until a tenant could finance himself from his 
profits. 
CHAPTER IV
COSTS OF VARIOUS STAGES OF MECHANIZATION 
In· Tanganyika, 60 per cent of the total value of Agricultural 
exports of $114,742.872 in 1960 was produced by peasants, the remain• 
ing 40 per cent was produced from estate agriculture dominated mainly 
by the sisal industry., The declared policy of the Ministry of 
Agriculture is to increase the volume of African production by 
means of ·mechanization. Mechanization ie to be through the ox• 
plow to the tractor. 
There is a great desire both in government circles and among 
African farmers for a rapid introduction of mechanization. and in 
most villages one often hears villagers state that their greatest 
need is not even tho ox•plow but the tractor. When such a demand 
for mechanization exists, a corresponding possibility exists that 
the rapid introduction of mechanization m.11 overshado--,1 the ultimate 
benefits for which the introduction was intended. Consequently, 
care!-ul consideration must be given to the economic. social 1 and 
political implications of lts introduction. 
To hnvc a c0t.1prehensivc viev of the economic problem of 
mechanization in circumstances such as those of Tanganyika, one 
must consider the shift from hoe cultivation to ox-cultivation and 
finally from ox-cultivation to a fully mechanized tractor cultivation 
as different stages. It is aloo necessary to compare tho economies 
of hoe cultivation and ox•cultiva.tion with those of tractor culti• 
vation in different localities in the country. Such comparisons, 
though at present lacking, would provide a quantitative basis for 
making decisions about the stage of mechanization that ia suitable 
for a particular locality at a specified time. 
Comparative Costs of Roe and.T~actor Cultivation 
The Procedure of Traditional Cultivation: In Tanganyika, cotton 
is the most important cash crop produced under peasant farming. 
Its value in 1960 was $25,152,439 and was second to that of sisal 
which was $43,232.000. Because of the relative importance of cotton, 
a lligh priority must be given to that crop uben evaluating mechant• 
zation. 
Traditionnlly men are responsible for breaking the ground, 
women join in the sowing and weeding, and everybody joins in picking. 
Usually a man has his own plot, but in addition he may allocate a 
plot for grotrl.ng co~ton to bis wife or to each wife if he is a 
, ' 
polygamist. Other plots will be used for nrowing food cropo. The 
'Wife will arranse the brcuing of beer and killing of chickens as 
payment in kind to her husband's friends wo are gathered to help 
_,. •, 
in breaking, sowing, treading and harvesting. After grains are 
stored the wife takes the c01Dplete control of the use of grain 
crops. She tr1.ay be entitled to about 10 per cent of the proceeds 
from the sale of cotton. 
'A typical peasant's cash crop plot is about two acres. In 
'the first year the land would be used for the most valuable crop, 
usually cotton. A typical rotation ts: 
1st year • .; •••• ~ •• cotton 
2nd year •••••••••• bulrush millet (Penisetum typhoideum) or 
finger millet (Eleusine coracana) which may 
be interpianted with various pulses. 
3rd year •••••• ~~. Ses8!!'le or peanuts also interplanted with 
other crops 
- 4th year •••••• • •• rest (which may last from 3-6 years .de••· .•. · 
pending on nature of vegetation growth 
and availability of empty land) 
In the first year of the crop sequence, land preparation takes 
considerable proportion of the total effort for crop production. After 
the first year, the land preparation time is about ten man•days per 
acre and, by estimates, preparation takes up the following percentages 
' . 
of crop production time spent on cultivations: 
finger millet •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••5 to 9 per cent 
sesame•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••7 to 10 per cent 
. . ' " . 
sorghum •••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••• ~S to 7 per cent 
.. peanuts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -••••• 6 to 8 per cent 
.In a rotation of cotton•millet•sesame the total soil preparation 
time• i.e. opening, second digging and final preparation before sowing. 
is not likely to exceed 17 per cent of total time spent on all opera• 
' . 
tions excluding marketing. Basic operations performed in the field 
and the usual man•days of work per acre· are: . 
Destumptng (done during dry weather) ••••• 10 to 15 
Breakinn by hand (beginning of rains) •••• 8 to 12 
Second digging by hand••••••••••••••••••• 8 to 12 
In areas where soil is sandy loam, breaking and second 
digging may be.combined into one operation of ridging and a second 
' " . ', . . ' 
operation of tie•ridging. Later labor requirements vary by crops 
. . . : '., ' 
1 
and_ the year when they occur.in the rotation_ (Table III). 
TABLE III. 
Estimated Labor Requirements, Following Basic Field 
Operations, for Principal Crops in Traditional Agriculture, 
··· ~- ~-Eaet Africa· , . . . ;· ·· ·· · " · ·- • . ,. : :·.: ·:,:·: •· 
. 
Eizht - Hour Man-Da:2:s Per J~re 
Year.in Prepara-:-_. 
•'. • .. ·---. 
After Total 
. ._ ' ~ 
Crop Rota- tion and Weedinz flarvest- ·Harvest-
tion ·sowing ing ing 
Cotton 1st . 7* 24b 24-30 10-16e 65-77 
Finger millet 2nd 6-8 4-8 30-50 34-40 10--106 
Sesame 1st "8 4-6 10-12 ·6-8 20~26 
Sesame 3rd 8-12 6-8 10-12 -·6•8 30-l.O 
Peanuts 1st ·a-10 a-10 '20-30 ·to-1sf S4•78 
Sorghum _. 2nd or 6-8 4-6 · '. 10-12 10-12 :?0;,.38 
3rd 24b + ·· · • ,r-•· ,_.,., ', 
Tobacco 1st lO•lSd 
* sewing and thinning only 
a-included in second digging 
b- threeweedings 
c• topping, desuckering, etc. 
d• includes ridging 
s-12c 30-40 32-li2g 
e.;. including sorting (100 lb. perman•day),uprooting and 
burning stalks 
f- drying only · · · 
s· tying and untying 24-32; grading 8•10. 
1.· 
'J. L. Joy. A Symposium on Mechanical Cultivation in 
Uganda, Pub. Uganda Argus Ltd. Kampala, p. 164, 1960. 
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Different farmers obtain different yields. Indications of the 
yields from different levels of management are shown in Table IV 2 • 
Prices for food crops usually decline after the harvest season. 
'J:he extent of this is reflected in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
Crop Yields ~nd Prices 
Yields in lbs. ECr acre Prices Eer lb. 1958-1959 
Crop Poor Average High Before harvest After 
harvest 
dollars dollars 
Cottona 200 300 600 0.07 0.07 
Finger millet 300 700 1200 0.06 0.01 
Sesame 150 300 500 0.14 0.05 
Sorghum 600 1200 2000 0.03 0.01 
Peanuts (in shell) 300 600 1000 0.18 0.01 
Tobacco (green leaf) 4000 6000 10,000 b 0.01 
Tobacco (cured leaf) 100 350 600 b 0.17 
8 Good management including spraying can raise expectations and 
yields up to 1000 lb. seed cotton per acre •. Poor management and bad 
weat~er may ~educe yields below 100 lb. per acre. 
"No market price during the period immediately preceeding 
harvest. 
Comparative costs of hand and tractor cultivation: lhe use of tractors 
involves one direct cost which would not be incurred with hand culti• 
vation,1.e. the cost of clean clearing. Clean clearing is the removal 
2
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of all tree and vegetative growth including stumps of trees. Thia 
varies considerably with the number of trees to be cleared per acre. 
the season in which ,'destuq1ping. is attempted and the efficiency with 
which clearing is done. However. 1S man•days per acre at 280 per 
man•day is a likely cost. t.e. $4.20 per acre when done by hand, 
With new land, a normal sequence of tractor operation would 
be: 
(1) breaking with a disk plow before or at the beginning of 
rains. 
(2) plowing (necessary because of rapid growth of weeds after 
4 to 6 weeks allowed for rotting down).· 
(3) disking operation. 
In subsequent years a single plowing usually is followed by a disking. 
A eintle diaking,would not be sufficient and a single plowing leaves 
too rough a seedbed. , Thua in a three year crop sequence there would 
be four plowing and three disking operations. 
Using 1961•62 tractor hire charges of $6.72 per acre plowed 
and $3.36 per acre disked, the total cost was $36.96 per acre 
over three years. The same amount of preparation by hand would be 
72 man•days which at 280 per man-day ts $20.16.. This vas $16.80 
cheaper than tractor preparation. A saving in cost ie likely to 
occur from tractor use in reduction of weeding time, Conceivably, 
this could amount to as much as ten man-days a year or 30 man•days 
over the course of the rotation. This could 1DCan a saving of $8.40 
if outside help (payment in kind) is valued in terms of money. 
Hired tractors are more expensive than hired labor over the 
full course of a rotation, by as much as $14.oO per acre. If · 
tractoro are used only for initial breaking, however, the extra 
cost including destumping may be smaller. These estimates indicate 
that tractor hire costs no lees than hand digging. If field sizes 
were not restricted ·to two acres then·· the tractors may be less 
expensive than hand cultivation. 
:· ·comparative Costs of Tractor and Ox-Cultivation ·. 
During the last 15 years the Ministry of Agriculture has 
eneourased the peasant farmers to use oxen for plowing to bring 
more land into cultivation. Thia encouragement is supported with 
ox-plowing training centers throughout the country. At these · 
centers the· cultivators are taught to tame and use o::en for plowing. 
The.major reasons for the use of oxen are: 
1~ · The land tenure system does not favor use of· tractors. 
2~ Oxen may appreciate in value during the early years of life. 
3~ there is enough gra£ing land for oxen; ·the available 
grazing is shared withot.'ler non-work stock and coupled wt.th frequent 
water shortage: the work oxen may be in poor health during the peak 
work period, and their performance suffers greatly. Furthermore, the 
oxen may suffer from diseases at this peak period. 
4. · Oxen produce dung. Four beasts per ten acres (i~e. 2% acres 
per beast) means about 2\ tons of dung per acre which if made into barn 
,yard manure could be of significant use for soil fertility. In most 
cases, however, the dung is not used for fertilizer but for fuel. 
5. In many areas, tractors are not suitable because of low 
crop yields, small plot size, lack of a source of cash, unwillingness 
of peasants to co-operate;, and topography and ecology do not favor 
use of tractors. In semi•pastoral areas the oxen are favored because 
barn yard manure is of special use and it is considered that the 
use of oxen is likely to increase productivity of land and labor. 
In other areas which favor ox•cultivation and are suitable 
to tractor cultivation, oxen may be used as a supplement to hand 
labor for basic tillage on holdings too small to justify tractors 
or they may be used to augment tractor cultivations, mainly doing 
weeding and carting work. The capital outlay for a team of four 
normally would be $196 and to this would be added harness and im• 
plement costs and the cost of three men usually required to drive 
them (Figure 13). 
If it takes 40 oxen to do the same plowing as a three-plow 
tractor, then the capital outlay on tractor work would be about 
$2,296. (1960 prices). Thus ten men could buy a tractor instead 
of each buying four oxen. The tractor, however ,rould have the 
disadvantage of requiring cash outlays on fuel, oil, repairs, 
driver's wages and assistant's wages. It would have an advantage 
if it could plow before the heavy rains are well set and offer more 
timely planting. Other problems vhich tractor ownership would 
create would be problems of allocation, i.e. cultivators might 
prefer the ownership of an ox team under their own control rather 
than sharing the services of a tractor. If plots are combined into 
fields and tractor skills are acquired, then tractors may be more econ• 
omical than oxen. 
lllertlliliilhllw, loi'tbNfta, 
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A comparison of investments in tractor and animal power was 
3 
made in India, in an area where both sources of power .could be used. 
Resi.lts of that study are shown in Table V. 
TABLE V 
Comparative Investment of Land Preparation, India, 1954 
Power · 
Source 
TRACTOR 
BULLOCKS 
. Inputs··· 
Tractor 
Plow 
Extension wheels 
·Ac:cessorieo 
Total 
10 pairs bullocks 
10 bullock plows 
Total 
Investment 
dollars 
$ 2,156 •. 
· 371. 
56. 
49 
2,632 
2,800 
· 62 
Under conditions.in India, a farm with 100 acres of wet 
paddy land is double cropped each year; this is equivalent to a 
work area of 200 acres per year. This area can be cropped with 
20 bullocks. mien used in te~ .of two, they ·.have a performance 
·rate of one-third acre per day. Ten teams could puddle 3.3 acres 
per day. Tractor performance averages 2.5 hours per acre or 3.2 
acrea per day• a typical length of work day under·tropical con• 
ditions is 8 hours. On this basis a tractor and ten pairs or 20 
oxen have similar performance capacities. 
3P. N. Driver• Facts and Fallacies About Mechani2ation in India. 
World Crops 10 (10): p. 359. Oct. 1958. 
. • Professor Driver compare& the cost of using tractor nnd oxen. 
In his analysis he restricts costs to direct operatioru:il costs (Table 
VI). Uc defends this declston on the basio that depreciation for 
tractors and oxen ahould be at the same rate. 
TABLE VI 
Operating Costs Based on 100 Acres of Wet Paddy Land4 
Power 
Source 
TRACTOR 
BULLOCK 
Inputs 
tabor 
Fuel and oil 
Total 
Cost 
dollars 
65.72 
330.62 
396.34 
Lebor 300.00 
Food and other necessaries 336.00 
Total 636 .00 
Costs of Tractor Cultivntion 
Cost data &om India. and from the United States l?l4y be useful 
as guides in thinking about the problems in Tanganyika. In Tanganyika 
where attempts have been made at mechanized farming, no cost data 
have been kept for comparative study of tho various farming systems 
used. African farmers who have purchased tractors and other mechanized 
equipment either for U8e on their ow farms or for hire services, have 
often failed. Attempts by the goven-ment to run tractor hire service 
~or peasant farmers have failed and all such schemes have been abandoned. 
The lack of perGonnel with experience to record and analyze the necessary 
4 op cit. P. 359. 
cost data has been and stl11 is acute.. Tractor failur~s ·have been 
caused by: . (1) high operating cos·ts due to high' costs of fuel, 
irregular shapes and sit:es of plots. and number of plots •. · (2) 
break.age dW! to lack of operator's skill and because of insufficient 
clearing anddestumpf.ng of land. Such breakdowns have led to tractors 
being out of.service for long periods during the busy season~ Spare 
parts· have had to be obtained from· distant depots which often carry 
inadequat~ ·stocks and, even on arrival of spares, competent mechanics 
to fit them hove been lacking. Tractors are profitable ·1n plowing, 
atsking and planting, but their future use in weeding and harvesting 
frequently costs too much in proportion to the increase in crop yields 
or value of labor saved.· Consequently. there is more than enough 
work which can be done profitably by tractors during a short period 
of the year, but it has not been possible to employ them economically. 
Despite the setbacks to mechanization. there is a determination 
to introduce tractors into the fanning sye·tems. It will, therefore, 
be necessary to study and analyze various costs and returns to 
decide what can be economical. 
Direct cm>ital costs: Mechanization involves high capital outlays,S 
i.e. the amount of money invested in tractors and equipment and other 
auxiliary farm mschinery and buildings. 
· . 
5n. F. Craves, Capital Requirements of Engineered Famsteads. 
Ag. Engineerins. 41(9): pp. 628•630, 645. Sept. 1960. 
When considering investment in tractors and equipment, one 
must distinguish between capital investment and annual capital cost •. 
If. the capital outlay for a tractor and a plow is $2,800 and the· 
estimated life is five years, then the nnnual capital cost is $21800 
s 
or $560 per year (assuming zero-salvane). If the tractor and plow 
is used to plow 200 acreo per year, then the capital cost per acre 
is §560 or $2.80 per acre per year. Low capital investment ts not 
200 
necessnri.ly the same as low capital cost. One machine 'Which works 
faster than another or has longer life may incur a lower capital 
cost although it may have a high initial capital investment. Thus 
in determining the scale of operation. both the capital investment 
and capital coot must be considered. Capital cost is affected by -
the life of the machinery and equipment: in tropical weather conditions 
the life can be very short if machinery is left idle for most of the 
year or not housed. In view of tho above considerations, the following 
points tnUSt be stressed when considering investing in machinery and 
implement units: 
1. Importance of ~-eather on life of tractor and the need 
for sturdy construction. 
2. Importance of speed of operation in reducing capital costs. 
3. The importance of full productive use of tractors. 
Indirect Capital Costs: These are auxiliary costs which are occasioned 
by the dccidon to buy end operate tractors and equipment. The most 
important cost items arc: 
(1) Workshop or implement shcd••Decisions regarding implement 
stMage should be made as a part of the long range farm plans. 
Flexibility for any future risks and uncertainties should be built 
in the planning. Buildings usually have different initial investments 
and different lengths of life. Choice between these buildings can 
be made using tho following fomula for discounting future values. 
V= p 
(1 - r)n 
6 
Whore V • present discounted value 
P • available capital for investment 
t' • rate of interest . 
n • estimated life of the· building 
(2) Other costs••are for tools and spare parts. 
(3) Land clearing••Clean clearing of lnnd is a major consideration. 
It involves bush clearing, destumping of trees, burning of cleared 
vegetation and tree trunks. digging and knocking down ant-hills 
•. 
(these are huge earth mound nests made by termites) and other jl)bo 
to make the area suitable for tractor cultivation. Clean clearing 
can be a major deterrent to mechanization and, in fact, most recorded 
mechnnicnl breakdoi.ms have been due to insufficient land clearing. 
Direct Running Costs: These include the cost of fuel, repairs, 
lubrication, and service labor. Factors responsible for high running 
costs have bemi: 
1. Excessive fuel costs due to inefficient setting, inefficient 
maintenance, use of tractors and implements when the ground is tCJo dry 
or too wet, fuel losses due to inefficient refueling, theft (i.e. employed 
drivers steal fuel to sell in some other place), and excessive turning 
time on small plots or excessive runnin3 bo~~een plots. 
· 6v. w. Davis, et al. Costs and Benefits of Engineered Farmsteads. 
Agr. Engin. 41 (9): PP• 622•627, 648. Sept. 1960. 
2. Excessive costs of llUlintenance un<l repair due to high cost 
of spare parto O:nd inexperience of operato1:s ~mo use :improperly set 
equipment and drur><1ge equipment in transport between jobs. 
··, 3. ni.gh cost of service· 1abor especially through imperfect 
utilization of driva~s• time. 
Indirect Running Costs: Wnen tractors are hired the costs for plot 
size estimators and personnel to supcr:isc the plowing operations may 
be more than the direct running costs. 
pouts of Producing Pcnnuts 1 Corn and S91bcans 
. 7 
At the Nachins-Jca reoenrch station in Tanganyika, cost records 
wore m41ntainad on eclcctcd crops. Thasc records included the invest• 
ment costs and the direct running costu; they did not include indirect 
costs. Results of the recordo show thct there was a r:i.ar3in of income 
over direct costs !or each of tho three crops (Tables VII, VIII nnd IX). 
Example of Cost Arullyois With the Budget Tachnigtte 
In Tanganyit.a, machanization ~"ill have to play a major rolo 
in the it!!proveuent of agriculture through mi-xcd farming, specialized 
dairy or beef production or speciali:.:ed casb crop production. Ascuming 
that credit will be readily available, tl1ose who will bo engaged in 
advisory work will need to kn0"'.1 uhat ci:m of £am and amount of labor 
and capital investment in machinery must be combined for profitable 
production in VI?rious situations. For auch informntiont an input-out-put 
analysis with tho follmring objoctivos could be valuable: 
7A. K. Aukkland, Soybeans In A Uochani:!ad Fnrming System In 
Tanganyika, Trop. Atrr. 37 (3): p. 291. July 1960. 
TAm..E VII 
Costs by Operations for Producing Pcru1uts.in 
a Mechanized Rotation at Nachingwea, 1956, 1Ianganyika 
Labor Tractor and Totnl 
Operation cost implement cost 
(dollars per acre) 
Plowing $0.14 $2.28 $2.42 
Planting 0.11 . 1.00 .1.11 
Weeding 1.40 1.21 .2.67 
Stooking 2.74 1.60 4.34 
Picking 3.61 4.20 7.81 
Decorticate 1.80 2.83 4.63 
Dispose residue 0.09 0.11 0.20 
Total 
·$23.18 
Seed · 3.93 
Fort:lU.zer 2.ss 
Sacks 1.43 
Handling o.53 
Total Expenditure $31.65 
Total lncoma 54.81 
Margin over 
direct costs $23.16 
TABLE VIII 
·Costs by Operations for Producing Corn in 
a Mechanized Rotation at Nachingwea, 19S6, Tanganyika 
Operation 
Plowing 
Planting 
Weeding 
· S tookf.ng 
Picking. 
Shelling 
Dicpooa residua 
·_ Total 
Seed 
Sacks 
•_. Handling 
Total Expenditure 
Total Income 
Margin over 
direct costs 
Labor 
· cost 
.. 
tractor and 
icipler.tent 
dollars per acre 
$ 0.16 $2 .. 80 
0.13 o.83 
0.56 0.1s 
1.11 0.11 
1.31 0.81 
0.54 1.61 
0.10 0.09 
Total 
cost 
$2.96 
0.,96 
1.34 
1.22 
2.12 
2.15 
0.19 
$10.94 
0.44 
6.38 
2.43 
0.96 
$21.15 
35.64 
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'XABLB IX 
Costs l>y Operations for Producing Soybca,.'1r. in 
a Mechanized Rotation nt ilachingwea, 1956, Tanganyika 
Operation 
Plowing 
Planting 
Weeding 
Stooking 
Combining 
Dccorticnte 
Total 
Iced 
Fcrtilb:er 
Sacks 
Uandllnn 
Total E~-pcnditurc 
Total Incor.:te 
Margiri·ovcr 
direct costs 
Lal>or 
cost 
'.Crac tor and 
impl~nt 
ao!Iars per acre 
$0.17 $2.99 
0.09 0.94 
1.09 0 .IJ.O 
0.16 0.01 
0.31 11.33 
0.2l► 0.57 
0.01 0.03 
'lotal 
cost 
$3.16 
1.03 
1.49 
0.17 
4.64 
0.81 
1.59 
2.47 
1.40 
o.ss 
$17.36 
$13.57 
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1. To determine the cost econocdes associated with various 
tractor and implement combinations. 
2. To determine the sizes of farms ·wich provide minit:rum per 
unit production costs, by sizes of tractors and implements. 
. . 
3. To compare· information on cost and farm sizes for various 
soil, rotation and fertilizer situations. 
. . 
4. 'l'o compare retums to labor and land for farms operated 
. . 
with varying sets of machinery, price conditions and cropping systems. 
s. To examine tlte effect of weather variations upon the 
optimum level of machinery investment and optimum farm size. 
A budget technique cnn be used to predict the success of 
various ventures. Such budgets can be used to develop curves. The 
budgets and curves should cover a wide range of field capacities, local• 
ities and cropping systems. 
Such a budget technique should recognize that expansion beyond 
a certain point will depress yields. Such losses should be included 
in the calculation of per unit costs of production for various acreage 
ranges. Total costs should include annual fixed machinery costs, 
variable machinery inputs and costs of other variable inputs. 
Fixed Costs: The fi.Y.ed machinery costs would include interest, 
taxes, insurance, housing and depreciation. Depreciation charges 
would include fixed and variable components. The fixed component 
is based on obsolescence and the variable component is based on 
usage that reduces value more rapidly than obsolence. Annual depre• 
elation should be obtained by dividing the purchase prices less salvage 
value by esticatcd average years of service. This should give the 
depreciation charge per service unit. 
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Variable Costs: Variable machinery costs include fuel,_ repairs, and 
e:ttra depreciation! Variable labor coots should include labor required 
for ooin~enance fflld repair in addition to the actual field operations. 
tabor reauired for field operations.is equal to the number of tractor 
• > • ' ' ' ·, 
hours required when one man is need~d.to, operate the tractor. Labor 
for maintenance and field operations whether performed by the operator 
or hired·lcbor may be charged ?11 an hourly.basis. 
V~rl.cble cropping costs should include seed, fertilizer and any 
custom charges required. 
' . 
Variable handling costs should include costs of transporting 
products to tnt!rket, drying. or shelling. All per unit costs. should 
be assesse~ to the production.remaining after subtracting losses 
resulting from unti.nnly field operations. 
Prices and Yields: The per unit coot curves should mensure costs 
per dollar (per shilling in Tanganyikan currency) instead of costs 
per physical unit of product since sewral crops or products.are 
' " 
involved. Hance prices are needed to detcrinine_ the total value of 
products. Yields used could be those of a period of years •.. 
Timeliness of Oocrations: Delays in trork should be considered as a 
fcctor that increases costs and restricts e,:pansion of farm size. 
Time .losses arise during plantinth cultivating and harveoting. The 
following information should be available in order to determine ouch 
losses: 
1. Machinery hour input per acre for each cropping operation. 
8 
'J. Venner and D. T. Black, posts of Farm Machinery. u.s.D.A. 
PP• 339•346. Year Book 1960. 
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2. Hours available ea.ch day for field operationa. 
3. The season over which operations s.1lould be performed with• 
out losses (optimum period). 
4. Estimates of the losses that occur as an increasing 
function of tim~ if operations are perfoi-med during the tub•optitt,.;m 
period. 
When the cost 1.nforraation is asaembled, cost functions for 
various machinery co.nbinations for ea.ch cropping system ca.."\ be 
plotted. Figure 14 shows the cost functions obtained tn a similar 
study. 9 
Figure 14 shows cost curves per acre for each machinery 
combination. The 2-plov, 2•row tr.actor, refers to a ·farm having 
one 2-plow tractor with a 2•ratt planting and cultivating equipcient. 
The 3•plow, ~-rm: tractor, refers to a farm having one 3-plov tractor 
with a 4-rov planting and cultivating equipment. Tho 3, 3•plow and 
4-r<rtA tractor, refers to a farm having. two 3•plow tractors with a 
4•row planting and cultivating equipment. 'The 4•plow, 4•row tractor, 
rcfors to a farm ltaving one 4-plow tractor with a 4•row planting 
and cultiwting equipment. The 4-pl0t1, 6•row tractor, refers to a 
farm having one 4•plow tractor with a 6•rm1 planting and cultivating 
equipment. 
9s. O. Heady and T. Krenz, Farra Size and Cost Rolntf.onships in 
Relation to Recent Machine Tcch,!!ologz. Iowa E1.i,t. Sta. Res._ Bul. 504: 
pp. 444•466, 1962. 
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Costs fall rapidly over t.rmall acrcnges because of dominance 
of fixed costs. The cost curves flatten out for each set of machinery. 
The lONer limit to per aero costs is tbe constant variable 
cost per acre. This lower limit to per acre costs is different for 
each set of m.,.chinery. This difference results in .~ide variations in 
the acreage at which this limit is approached. The smaller 2•pl<Y.4' 
a-actors with 2-r0";1 equipment have a more definite cost advantage wen 
farm acrcazes are small :tf they have cmouzh po-war .to do the job. t.'heu 
a certain acreage is reached the decline in costs due to fixed cost 
component ceases to be int>ortant irrespective of machine combination. 
In Figure 15 the cost curves include losses due to untime-
liness of operations. The curves arc u-shaped because per-unit costs 
ultilMtely increase as .acreage is increased for each machine cotibination. 
The curves turn up'\,,ard sliowins that tbe aerooge of mini.re-JD cost has been 
attained. When losses from untimeliness of operations more than offset 
the decline in average costo, the costs per unit increaoe. With expanding 
eereage, crop lcaces gradually become more severe and dollar output per 
acre declines. 
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CHAPTER V 
RETUPJlS WITll MECHANICAt CULTIVATION 
Each farmer should determine the crops to include in the 
rotation and the acreages of each crop. Budgetins is an analytical 
tool which can be used to do this job because it can be used to 
indicate relative profitability of enterprises and crops in a 
rotation. 
In most areas of Tanganyika, faraers are unwilling to produce 
only cash crops. For non-economic reasons, farmers consider it 
necessary to grow their own food cropo rather than to buy them. 
Consequently, a crop rotation includes a major co.sh crop and several 
food crops whose surpluses can also be sold for extra cash. Within 
the limits of these restrictions, selected data will be needed to 
determine the crops to grow. The data include: 
1~ M4chinery, implen¥ant and labor costs per acre for each crop. 
2. Ranges in crop yields due to weather risks and uncer-
tainties. 
£ma. }!otation 
A planned cropping program for the future should begin with 
current information. Thie may be obtained from the Namulonge Research 
Center which has a farm of 450 acres uith 300 acres of arable land and 
1S0 acres of pasture. This Research Center is planned with a mecha· 
ni2ed system of cultivation. The cropping system is described as a 
three-three year rotation vith cotton, corn, peanuts and edible 
beans (Table xl). 
A three•thne year rotation describes a cropping system with 
three years of cultlv~ted crop fo110ffed by thr.ee years of pasture. 
In the Namulongc area, there are two rainy seasons a year. During 
each rainy season a food or cash crop is produced on land in culti-
vation. From the point of view of titling and practicability a corn.-
cotton crop sequence ia well suited to any one year; with corn during 
the first rainy season and cotton during the second rainy season. 
These may be follOlJ'Cd during the second year with two leguminous 
crops of peanuts and edible beans. Tne third year may repeat the; 
crops ,grown during the first year. 0 ln koeping with acceptable mane.ze-
ment practices, the cultivated crops are followed with perennial 
grass. A typical one is Chloris saygnt1 lcy. 
TABLE X 
A 3-3 Year Crop Rotation at Nm!iulonse, Uganda. 
Year First Rains Second Rains 
l Corn Cotton 
2 Peanuts Beans 
3 Corn Cotton 
4,5 & 6 
-------•-Grass Ley------------
1 ' 
J. L. Joy and J. D. Lea. §.~ Economi.c Aspects of Mechanhed; 
}:arming et tkl!!'..:!l.9.rt.t.._ci. in Uganda. Emp. Journ. of Experiment Agr. 28 
(III): P• 223. 1960. 
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i,yted Crowing Co~tr, 
fixed costa of production 'of the crops included in the 
rotation for the crop ccason 1957-1958 are as ahown in (Table xr?) 
Corn a.'ld edible beans had similar fu:ed costs• averaging about 
-
!;23. per acre. Cotton had eli&htly higher fined costa. Poanuta had 
the largest ffacd cocto, averaging a.bout $31 per acre. 
Variable Gtp'Wing Co3ts 
The variable costs per acre, assumed to vary proportionally 
vith the crop y:f.old~ are shown in ~ables XII and n11. 3 · Table Xil 
•', . 
shows the variable costs plus averaso fixed cost per acre (Table XI) 
for producing corn at three yield levels of 1000 lb., 2000 lb. and 
3000 lb. per '1Cre. 'lable · XIII shows the variable costs plus averaga 
fixed coots per acre for producing cotton, peanuts and edible beanB 
at one yield level, namely 1000 lb. per acre. For these ~rops, tha 
method of calculating total cost per aere at other levels_of produe• 
tion would b:.\ :dmilar to that shown for com in Table XII. · 
Crop Yields 
Crop yielda at the Research Center vary considerably frma season 
to season depending upon the rains. Researchers at the center have 
established guides which are classified into low, medium and high 
rangos as shotm in Table XIV. 
3J. L. Joy and .J. D. tea op. cit. Appendix P. 233. 
.10 
TABLE XI 
The FL~d Average Costs of Grotr:tns of Various Crops 
Included In A Rotation at NLrJUlonge, 1957-58. 
Crop Operation Input per acre Costs per acre 
in dollars* 
Com Tractor work 5 lu:. 14.00 
Weeding and 
thinning 23 nm.n days 9.20 
Seed 15 lb. ~u.. 
Total 23.52 
Cotton Tractor work S h;!". 14.00 
Vecding and 
thinning 23 llU:ln days 9.20 
Stalk disposal 6 man days 2,40 
Total 2S.60 
Peanuts Tractor work S hr. 14.00 
UeocH.ng 20 m.·:.m dcys 8.00 
Diesing l hr. 2.80 
Collecting & 
stooking S tn!!n days 2.00 
s~cd 60 lbs. 4128 
Total 31.08 
Edible Beans Trsc tor work 5 hr. 14.00 
Uecc!ing 15 mt1n dcys 6.00 
Harvesting 6 man deys 2.40 
Saad 30 lbs. 0 18!t 
Total 23 24 
'lttractor use charged et $2.80 per hour. 
Labor chari;cd at 39¢ per man -dcy. 
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TABLE Xl'.1 
Variable Coots and Total.Cost of Producing Corn at 
· Three Levels of Prot1uctton 1 Nanmlonge~ .1957-5$. 
Level of Production 
·' ·: : ,.Items of Cost 
. 1000 lb. per acre 
Bags. 
Thres11inn, drying 
and insecticide 
Trane port 
Harvesting & husking 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost .. 
·· Total cost · 
2000 lb. per D,I;re 
·nags· 
Threshing, drying 
. and . inGoc tic ide 
Transport 
llarveotint & h~skins 
Variable cost 
FL"Ced cost 
Total cost 
3000 lb. per acre 
-Baga 
T'nreshi11g, drying 
.... and inaectic:icle . 
Transport 
Harvesting & hu~kt~n 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost 
Total cost 
,·.Price 
S (200 lb. bags) . 28¢ . 
S bags . 28¢ 
S bags 21¢ 
6.S man days 39¢ 
10 .. (200 'th. bags) 28¢ 
10 J?aes 28¢ 
10 b~gs 21¢ 
13 man days 39¢ 
1S (200 lb. bags) 28¢ 
15 bags. 28¢ 
15 bags 21¢ 
19.S man days 39¢ 
Cost 
$ 1.40 
1.40 
.1.05 
.. 2,54_ 
6.35) 
23.52 
29.91 
2.80 
.... 2.80 
2.10 
s,01_ 
12.77 
23.52 
36.27 
4.20 
,. 4.20 
3.15 
7.60 
19.J.5 
23.52 
$ 42.67 
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TABLE nil 
Variable Costa and Total Costs of Producing Cotton. Peanuts and 
Edible Beans at One Level of Production, Namulonge. 1957-S8. 
Crop Level 
Items of cost 
Cotton. 1000 lb. per acre 
Picking 
Transport 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost 
Total cost 
Peanuts. 1000 lb. per acre 
Pickins 
Bags 
Transport 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost 
Total cost 
Edible Beans, .1000 lb. per acre 
Bags 
Threshing, drying 
and insecticide 
Transport 
Variable cost 
Fixed cost 
Total cost 
Quantity 
1000 lb. 
1000 lb. 
Price 
1000 lb. o. 71c lcwt. 
15 (65 lb. bags) 2~ 
. 1000 lb. 
5 baga 2ac 
S (200 lb. bags) 28c 
S bags 21C 
Cost 
$ 14.00 
1.05, 1s.os 
25.60 
40.65 
7.10 
4.20 
1,oa 
. 12.35 
31.08 
43.43 
1.40 
1.40 
1.05, 
3.85 
23.24 
$ 27.09 
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TABLE XIV 
Crop Yield Ranges Experienced at Hamulonge 
Yi~ld ~n Lb11 Per Acre 
Crop Low Medium High 
Seed cotton ', S00-700 700-900 ·, 900-1200 ~. 
Peanuts (in chetl) ·700-900 .900•1000 1000-1600 
Corn ( in grain) '1000-1500 1500-2000 -2000•2500 
Edible beano· (dry seed) 300-400 400•500 SOO-iOO 
Crop Prtce2 
The price paid to Uganda farmers tor seed cotton is fixed 
annually by the Lint Marketing Board. For the 1957•58 season it 
was So per lb. This was above world price lev~l and thus entailed 
a subsidy of about 0.71~ per lb. from the Price Assistance Fund. For 
other crops the price was determined by the local supply and demand 
conditions. Price fluctuations are relatively large. During tho 
month of August, 1958, prices varied ae much as a ratio of three to 
one (Table XV). As in the case with yicldc, prices are classified 
into the three ranges of small, medium and high. 
Costs and Returns Per AsN 
· The data, previously established, for growing crops (Table XI) 
and for harvesting crops (Tables XII and nII) at specified yields 
serve as a basis for measuring gains or losses. For convenience 1 
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TABLE 'JN 
Produce Prices for Bulk Sales on K.nmpala Market 1957-SS. 
Centp pe:r; lb, 
Crop Low Medium High 
Corn 1.07-1.78 1.78-2.50 2.50-3.21 
Edible Beans 2.14 2,85 3.57 
Peanuts 2.85 4,28 5.71 
these data can be recorded on grapho. tl?hen price and value data are 
also included, the points where cost9 and returns are equal can be 
established (Figures 16. 17, 18, and 19) .. 
In the charts, yield levels a.re shown on the horizontal ax:i.s. 
Cross values for a crop are shown on the vertical axis. Many price 
· .lines could be drawn; only one is illustrated for each crop and it 
is labeled CV (crop value). Crop values for any given production 
at any given price level can be read from the charts by proceeding 
from the yield level on the horizontal a~is upward to the intersection 
with the CV line, for a given p,:ice, and then across to the vertical 
Figura 16 shows that the cotton crop will break even at a 
. yield of about 475 lb. seed cotton per acre at the price indicated. 
The vertical distance between CV and TC increeses as they move 
farther to the right; snd this reprecents increasint net profits from 
75 
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high yields per acre (assuming cultivation costs to be constant 
and higher yields to be due to better grm1ing conditions.) 
Uet revenue is equal to CV minus TC or the vertical distance 
between CV and TC. The relative importance of chang~c in fixed costs 1 
(e.g. tractor running), variable costs (e.g. cotton picking), yields 
and product prices can be seen on the breakeven charts •. This chart 
could be redrmm with other assumptions e.g. costs and prices to 
determine the yield increase necessary to offset a given rise in 
picking cost or a fall in cotton price. Thie manipulation of cost 
and value lines is a simple device which could be used by farmers, 
and advisory staff not e2.i,erf.enced 1n more advanced economic analysis, 
to show the relative importance of yields, prices, fixed costs and 
variable costs as they affect profit margins. 
This type of analysis is hampered by the fact that it does 
not consider the worthwhileness of incurring increased costs in 
order to increase yields. It assumes the cultivation practices 
followed to be the best. The value of the analysis is not confined 
to farm managem.ent decisions only; it ie also relevant to the selec .. 
tion of research proJects in that it allows a calculation of the 
probable net benefit between two projects. For example, one project 
may result in increasing the average yield of cotton by relatively 
small amount as compared with another project which doubles the yield 
of beans. It might also help in choosing between spending money on 
research vork to: 
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(a) increase yields, 
(b) reduce costs or 
(c). increase price paid to fanuere by increasing marketing 
efficiency or denutnd for the product. 
This analysis shows that, tn the rot.i:tion followed, cotton 
offers the highest net returns followed by peanuts., It shows that 
corn and edible beans ma}' give negative net ~turns at low prices. 
It thus indic4t.es that in the rotation folloued, consideration 
should be given to the advisability ·of reducing corn and bean acreages 
in the next growing season. 
Decisions on nhat system of farming would be adopted as an 
alternative to the rotation, followed could be made witb a forward 
budgeting analysis taking account of· risks, labor problems and·. 
operator's eagerness to.see results. The importance of forward 
budgeting in detomining relative profitability of crop enterprises 
in different localities is illustrated by the net returns figures 
:shown in· Table XV! for Bunyoro and Busaga fams4 in Uganda. These 
figures indic3ta that a different picture might have resulted had 
crop enterprises other than those sho,m been considered on the 
mechanized fams. 
4 . 
J. L • .Joy,.A SYt?;t>,2sium on Mech_,gnJ.cal Cultivation in Ugand,a. 
Appendix R. is the source of data from which the table is constructed. 
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_,TABLE TJTt ·, 
Returns from Va:rioue Crops in Mechanized Crop Farms 19S2-S4, Uganda. 
Yield Cost& of 
Crop Acreage in lb. - produc-
per tion per 
-acre · acre 
Bunyoro~P'armss•. 
Corn - . , .: , . 381. S 
Finger Millet 338,S 
(lolla.ra 
1015 $ 15.18 
762. H.9.75 
Sunflower 
Sorghw 
Peanuts 
Beans 
Cotton 
:Eobecco 
Busoga Farms* 
Com 
159.0. 282. -
.147 .s . 1026 
.142.S , 444 
179.0 " 175 -
41.5 495. 
3l,t,S 163 
,. : 
,, ' ' .. , 
.22.76 
Finger Millet 77 
- 903.7 - -$ .35.67_ 
lOSS.8_. -S0.58 
Sunflower . , 
Sorghum 
Peanuts 
Beans 
Cotton 
-207 - - ~83.6 -24.10 .· 
108.5 453.l 3.98 
13 - 430.8 -36.57 
199.5 275.2. 21.83 
173.5 512.4 32.43 
Gross Net returnG 
retums per acre 
per acre 
dollars dollars, 
$ 
. $ 29.00-' ,+ 13.82 
27.21 . + .-,.46 
8.86 
19.0S 
~ 13.29 
-- ,. 3.71 _ 
25.31: - 1.21 
s.oo - ... 9.93 
31.82 • 7.23 
34.93 + -2,,44 
$ 25.82 
. ',,. ' 
37.71, - - 12.87 ... 
15. 20 - 8~90 . 
:s.41 - - o.s1 
. 24.61 - 11.96 
7.86 • 13.97 
32.94 + o.s1 
Tobacco -- --
* . . ·- . Bunycro ~?'icultural Company J,itnited, Uganda, and Eusoga Fan.m, 
Uganda. Both were areas where it wac d~cided to open up unoccupied 
land for mech:<Jnh:ed f'e.rming. The -abundrtnce of negative net returns 
indicates the nacd for careful forward budgeting in the choice of crop 
enterprisos t!nd brettkcven analysis to sec ilhtch cropn to reduce in 
acreage in a oeason in accordance with e.."tt)Octed price changes. 
) 
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·• Risk§, ,Ynsertatnties and ffaiting , .• " 
.. While introduction of .mechanical cultivation might be an 
economic proposition over a period of years• it is ,usually important 
to someone starting it that it should pay im:aediately •. If losses 
are.incurred 1n the first year as shown above for Busoga and Bunyoro 
farms• . there can be an. adverse effect on the individual' a . entre• 
preneurship. Tlte leas imnediate the rewardo • the larger and more.. . . 
certain they need be to attract enterprhe. . Likewise• a system . ·: 
which might pay handsomely over .several years but is su~Ject to a. 
risk of loss oue year out of five will not be particularl:,. attractiva 
to a newcomer since loss might occur in the first year. : Where ,aechani• 
cal cultivation enables getting an early start. __ the equi~nt permits 
timely planttns. makes for good crop stands and is likely to reduce 
the risks of poor crops. On the other hand, optimum planting.dates 
cannot always be determined accurately and a crop planted all•at• 
once at.the wrong date might be worse than one planted gmdually 
over a period of time. . Thus• only where timing is : known. with.· cer-
tainty, can mechanical cultivation reduce risks. Introduction of· 
mechanical cultivation will thus bring about the need for. research 
to detemine critical optimum plantlug dates of various crops to be 
included 1n mechanized acbemea. 
He,chanical Culttvatf.on and k4bo;: 
ln many areas of Tanganyika• ·t11ere is a large. force of under• 
en\Jloyed labor. In the foreseeable future, there does not appear to 
be any possibility of rapid industrial expansion to absorb this 
underemployed labor. At present their earnings from self-employment 
on .the land for subsistence production is very low, yet there is 
reluctance to seek paid employment elsewhere~ It is this reluctance 
. to leave their own tribal area that makes hired labor on European 
.estates relatively expensive.· The wages paid per man-day on these 
estates far exceeds the daily earnings from self-employment. yet 
the difference is inadequate to offset the desire to remain in their 
tribal area. , Hqwever, when these. wages on· estates are. compared with 
those paid in more advanced countries, they are found to be extremely 
low. Labor efficiency however, is low due to disease, malnutrition, 
enervating climate and other psychological factors.· This low labor 
· efficiency has been put forward as an argument·for the payment of 
these low wages. 
In most African farming areas t.Jantwl fa~ ·work is stopped 
-before one or two P.M. The introduction of mechanization which 
requires less strenuous labor will increase the'working day. 
Increasing the length of work day increases the opportunity to 
cultivate more land. Longer days .and more land·. provides more employ-
ment opportunities. Mechanization will also aid in increasing the 
.efficiency of labor by speeding up the rate of performing various 
tasks, by increasing the quantities hauled per trip, and by shifting 
from entirely hand jobs to jobs done with small equipment. An 
illustration of the latter is a shift from hand milling to a grinder 
turned by hand. 
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Thus mechanization tdll supplemant ·labor, · increase its effi· 
ciency and thereby increase the voluaa of production. ' 'l'his path ·of · 
developmentvill continue as long as npioneer fringes" exist that 
are·eu1tab1e for further development. Increased production from 
agriculture will aid the expansion of industries processing agri• 
cultural pmduets and other manufacturing .industries. Along With 
this• labor vill begin to become more mobile and. there uill exist a 
tendency of labor to shift out of agriculture to industry. When 
this stage io reached, then mechanization vill have to produce 
sufficient economic gain to replace costly labor. Under such 
circumstances• the value or cost of a machine or mechanical equip• 
ment wid.ch a farmer considers to buy must be directly related to the 
amount and value of labor it vi11 save. other things being equal, a 
tool that saves tho labor of two men for a year should be worth two 
times as much as one that saves the labor of one man for a year. The 
problem of accurate determination of the value of a tool that aaveo 
man's time can be solved by the following formla. 5 
Dollars that can be paid for a tool (Break.even basis) equals 
the value of labor saved annually divided by the annual cost of 
owning and opera.ting the tool e:qn:eaced as a percentage of the 
capital :lnvestJnGut in the tool. This may be illustrated as follows: 
Let the purchase of a tractor save the labor of a man which costs 
Am. 
PP• 
s 
B. G. Perkins, ]'he Economic tm?t&cations of Mechanization 
Soc. Fam Managers and Rural Appraisers Journ. 24 (1): 
27-32. June 1960. 
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$200.00 per month or $2 1400. per year. The operating costs per year, 
may be separated into five classes which shmi the following percentages 
of cost based on purchase price of tractor: 
Taxes and insurance 
Maintenance and repair 
Depreciation 
Interest 
Misc. expenses 
2 per cent 
5 per cent 
10 per cent 
. 6 per cent 
4 per cent 
27 per cent 
Using the formula. the true value of tractor • §2400 
.27 
.· • $8,518 
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CHAPTER VI. 
er.EDIT A?m MARta?TlUG PR.OlltnMS 
ASSOCIATED .HITH MECllANIZATIOll ON FARMS .. ·
Credit 
A farmer starting to u~e his own set of mechanical equipment 
might need to bon-ov money. The prospects of a period of years in 
debt might be offset by a prospect of considerable and certain profit. 
ln order that farmers may be attracted to purchase their~ mechanical 
equipment, the terms of credit made. available . to them should be appro- . 
priate to their needs and should consider the following points: 
1~ The pattern of repayments should be geared to the growth 
of receipts. 
2. The former should not be expected to allocate 100 percent 
of the increase in profits to the repayment of the loans. If profits 
do increase the farmer should retain part of the increase. 
3. Repayments should be completed before capital replacements 
is necessary. 
4. Bad years are a farming hazard. The terms of loans must 
be flexible enough to allow for years of low income without dis• 
cournsf.ng the farmer. Some proviaion for waiving installments may 
be necessary, although interest payment should normally be maintained. 
ttevf.ew of.J:$tst r4.~,Credit Situation in Tn~r,a!!Iika: In advanced 
countries like the UrJ.ted Statec and United Kingdom. credit is 
available to fnt'llr-rs fTom many sources including: family lo.ans; 
merchants• credit for consumables and home neads,e.g. refrigerators 
&nd washi113 machine: norchanto' credit f~r current farm needs, e.g. 
fertilizers, feed and tools; merchants! credit for medium-term eapit:al 
outlays; bank m.~rdr~ft feeiU.tt.es to meet seasonal cash shortages 
especially st harvest; longer•terrn bank loans .e,zainst mort;tage security; 
and building e3oeiety loons. Features of credit facilities in the United 
Kingdom, for instance, are: personal kno,;1ledge of the farmer, his 
ability end integrity; an appreciation by lenders of the profitability 
of different classes of loans; a market for essots offered as security; 
rolo.t!vely lou ovcrhcl:dS in tho appraisal of property• issue of loans 
and in the collection of debts; and an underatanding by the borrover 
of 1110 obU.gations. 
In Tanganyika such facilities and fenturea .. of farm credit organ-
ization are Um.ted,. The low productivity of ar;rlcttlture, -due to a 
lack of capital end productive equipment, S.s aggravated by lack of 
technical knoulodge to make effective uso of capital and equipment. 
In many are.as the famers equipment ta limited to a hoe, an ar..e and 
a knife •.. The peasant nnd his wife and children carry loads on their. 
heads or backs, and thereby divert time and efforts from cultivation. 
The vomon spend many hours daily laboriously pounding grain. 
Because of the lack of technical knol1ledge, the colonial govern-
~t prohibited tho giving of any credit t:o African peasants by merchants 
I 
(mostly AsianG) ~ccpt '.il.1cn nn .ngrcern..·:mt ,:1.as signed before an 
ndclnistr:itivc officer and c~JCn then the borrO"'w"er and the lender 
would stronzly be ndvicad ogainst such an agreem"'--nt. As the country 
politically ad-.t"'nced t0tr.1rds self-soverrn..cent, the governncnt established 
~~ public lcndinz inotitutions, the Afric~~ Productivity Loan Fund and 
the Local D<?velopracnt Loan Fund. Those two insti.tutiotis made loans to 
African far.,t.?ro only on. a lir.u.tcd scale to. purchacc tractors and iq,lc• 
mcnts, o::-plo-:;,.:;, o::-cnrts. tl.teelbarrm-.:s, peanut shcllers, hm'11t'l<?r mills 
and to plant pc-:.-rnanent crops •. Before any loan could be. g:!.vcn, investi• 
g~tion of credit wortl1iness of the applicant was made by either cgri• 
cultural officcro or ndvinistrative officers. In rr.ost cases these 
people 't1Grc qlready loodcd t."ith other profcscior-.lll duties and often 
lacked e::pcricnccc to assess the econon-~c soundness of t.~e proposed 
invcetmcnts. 'l'hc ~jor er.pcricnce of these tuo credit institutions 
has rctmltcd in .a high p<!rcentagc of defaults in the repayment Qf 
principal m:d interest. '!'here e:-:isted a l.:mn bank t.-i.1ich only gave 
lo.in::: against chattels, which Africnn fnrnters did not have; hence, it 
served only Aci~n and European plantation cruners. · 
At the end of 1959, tl1e Locnl Development Loan Fund had 252 
lo~ns outstanding for a total value of $147,927. These loans ucrc 
all for agricultural nnd agrarian activities such as fishing, poultry, 
livestock and milling. The African Productivity Loan Fund hnd 308 
loans outstanding, for a total value of $268,877. (of these loans, 
only $198,800 uc1·0 for agriculture). Table XVII below chows tha 
problems faced by these two loan £undo m1ich are insufficient to serve 
TABLE XVII 
Outstanding Loans of The African Loan Funds Compared 'With 
Arrears of Interest and Repayment; Position at End of 1959 
Local Development African Productivity 
Loan Fund Loan Fund 
Total sums outstanding* $ 81,289 $ 121,973 
On loans on which only 
interest due 50,061 69,003 
On loans on which 
repayment due . 31,228 52,970 
Interest and repayments six (6) · 
months or more overdue: $ 14,230 $ 29,117 
Interests 451 1,058 
Repayments 13,779 28.0S9 
1cThese figures represent disbursements less repayments 
made11 whereas the larger figures mentioned above are on the basts 
of commitments. 
NB: Each loan fund had at its disposal $280,000 so that 
the funds remaining uncomnitted at the end of 1959 amounted to over 
$142,800. 
l 
. the uholc country. The need. for assessment of credit requirements 
and the institutions needed to provide the various types of credit 
is important. It involves an appreciation of tha _insti_tutions best 
suited to hnndling the different cl~sccs of credit involved and offering 
. . ' , ; . 
terms of borroving and repayment most suited to the different classes 
of loan. 
Typoo of Credit: The typeo of c_redit availnhle to farmers should be 
genrod to the use made of the credit. 
Short-term Credit (up to six months)••As mechanization develops, 
short-tem credit will be required to pey costs for crop sprayinz, 
weeding, picking, sorting, processing, storin3 and transporting. In 
the Lake Region of Tenganyika, the Victoria Federation of co-operative 
unions and the Bukoba Native Co-operative Union have recently tried 
credit schemes. In 1959, Victoria Federation made available 100 
tons of chemical fertilizers for application on cotton plots uith 
payment to come from the proceeds of the ensuing crop. Though accept-
ancc was poor in that only 20 tons were teken, this experiment ought 
to be pursued further in the country. Tho Bukoba Co-operative Union 
also offers agricultural productivity loans and some emergency loans. 
Medium-tenn Credit (up to five years)--Medium term credit may be 
required for land clearing, land development, machinery, equipment, 
farm trucks, fencing end other farm. improve!l'lent purposes. The appro-
priate types of securities vary with the purposes of the loan. If 
lEcono:nic Dcvolop!'llcnt of Tnn~~mvika, Report of a mission 
orrcnlzcd by the Intcrn:itioncl nnnk for Reconstruction and 
Dc~clopment, Table 17, p. 118. 
the lo.an ls for mechanical equipment or other saleable . assets, the 
assets tbemselveo may form part of tha security. 
Lonz•term credit (from five year~. to fo-rty ycars)••This type of 
credit may ba neeess:try for construction of the buildings. used in 
production,e.g. tobacco curing barns. So far .as possible, cndit 
granted should be for specific pm:poces and r4?payable over a period 
appropriate to the purpose of the loan. 
The provision and management of r~dicm•term and 1ong•term 
credit should provide for the elimination of: mistakes of the past. 
On~ change in the futurc 2 might prorldc that all impor~~rs, dealers 
and distributors of anricultm:al machinery and equipn1Cnt should be 
licensed and tl1a t pcmissimi to import agricul turnl machinery should 
be contingent on a guarantee that certain sitn?le standords be m:i!n• 
tained.. These might include adequate ae~7icing facilities, -:-mrkshop 
accOl'!ln(Wotions, skilled factor.;•tratnad tcchniciana and trnining 
facilities within the ~rnas to be serv~d .. 
Credit Worthinass••Thc content of credit ,mr.thinesa npart from 
security inctudco: 
(n) tho intention of the borrower to apply the loan for the 
Purroses at.at~, 
(b) acccpu.nce by the bonouer of reptt.yment and interest 
obligntions, 
(c) villingnoss and intention to pay, 
2n. C. He.nth, Mnchan!.l',atf.on of Indian Agriculture, 
World Crops. 10 (10): pp. 360•363. Oct. 1956. 
(d) in.~ercnt soundness .of investreent, lrl.th reference to its 
dependence on reasonable estimates of crop yields and prices. 
(e) soundness of judgement, knowledge, nnd t:'.ariagcrial ability 
of borrower. !t :!s noted thet successful iseue of this type of 
credit is dependent on close contact with and person.al .knowledge 
of the borro-:,rer. 
Harketing Organizations 
· In Tanganyi'ka ·the present policy places emphasis on the 
development of marketing co•operatives es a means of strengthening 
the bargaining position of African producers and providing the vest 
outlet for future increase in production. 
At preoent in Tanganyika, the marketing co•operatives may be 
classified as large and small; there are three large co•operatives' 
and many small co-operative societies (Table XVIII). The three 
giants are Victoria Federation of Co-operative Unions Ltd. vhicll 
handles all the cotton grown in the Lake Region of Tanganyika; the 
Kilimanjaro Native Co-operative Union Ltd. (KNCU) and the Bukoba Native 
Co-operative Union Ltd. (BNCU), which have the sole rights to trade 
in African gr0".m coffee in the Kilimanjaro and Bukoba areas. The 
Tanganyika Co•operative Trading Agency Ltd. works with smaller 
co-operatives. It handles sale for all co•operatives except the 
KNCU and BNCU. In case of cotton, the Victoria Federation buys all 
seed cotton; it sends seed cotton to private ginners who have their 
ow organization called the Lake Province Ginners' Association. The 
tn0st important coffee marketing problem deals with the improvement of 
quality of coffce,e.g. through the establish~~nt of central pulperies. 
• ■ I 
TABts l>..'V!ll 
Clmrni.ficution of Rcgisterc<l Co-orJerative 
Societies in Tanganyika at End of 1959* 
African Federn- Unions Affil• Unaffil• Membe-r- Gross Pro 
Marketing tions iated itited ship ceeds in 
Societies J.'r:bnary Primary. Previous 
Societies Societies Season 
Victoria Feoeraticn 
of Co•or. Unionu 1 . 15 318 
-
128,400 $12,429,200 
B.N.c.u. 
-
1 71 
-
57,000 5,473,600 
K.N.c.u. .. 42 
-
40,000 S,105,600 
-
.l 
Other Affiliated 
Societies .. ,7 64 .. S0,138 3,029;600 
Unaffiliated 
Socictfcs 
- ·--
78 27,034 · 1,495,200 
Total 1 21,. ,~~s 78 302.672 27,613,200 
Multiracial 
Societies+ 1 
-
... s , 1,661, 3,645:p600 
African consumer 
societies 
-
.. 
-
9 17,521 
-
Asian loan societies• 
- -
s 3,137 
-
Total of all 
societies 2 24 495 97 324,!194 31~258,800 
-t:Economic development of Tanganyika op. cit. P. 215. 
+Tanganyika Co-operative Trading Agency. 
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CllAPTER VII . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A major need 1n the economic development of Tanganyika is 
to change the traditional subsistence agriculture into commercial 
asriculture. Introduction of farm mechanization will. improve the 
existing system.~ of farming and enable cultivation. to be extended 
into areas-which are not currently farmed because of lack of capital 
for equipment. The combination of aaechanical equipment with land and 
labor could result in increased. production from ~he land and. thereby, 
raise the level of living of the.population. 
The transfer from subsistence economy. to cash economy will 
require that the old order of customary equalitarianism must change 
to the new order of social stratification which depends on individual 
economic productivity. Because of social, political and economic 
frustrations which might result in the transitional period, there is 
great need for native leadership to guide the process of economic 
progress. 
Moderni~ation of agriculture will require a major change in the 
land tenure system. The traditional land-tenure system is that of 
communal ownershjp. • Its major disadvantage is that it inhibits indi· 
vidual -enterpriae. ·. It also leads to land deterioration. In order to 
make the introduction of mechanical cultivation a paying proposition, 
.the government may need to -initiate a reform in land .tenure. Land 
.! . £ IS I t. 
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reform could be carried out through the institution of area land 
boards. These boards could perforra .the duty of introduction of 
individual ownership of land, land use classification, organization 
of the land market and developing rules for proper land use. - In 
some places I wbere c01tDUnal use of land might be necessary, for 
instance, cormnunal grazing grounds,.the land boa~s might assume. 
the responsibility of the use management. 
In introducing mechanization, the tractor power will be used 
for main. farm duties and for light ,civil engineering work. .· The main 
farm duties will lnclude brush clearing, first plowing after brush 
clearing, plowing after harvesting a pnvious crop, disking and the 
usual inter-row cultivations. Under Tanganyika conditions, intra• 
farm transportation, inter-farm transportation and on•the•fat111 
processing like milling and shelling would also be regarded as main 
farm duties. The light civil engineering t«>rk will include on•the• 
farm soil conservation work, farm ancl community road construction 
work and dam construction. 
For both farm work and civil engineering jobs• wheeled multi• 
purpose tractors with sufficient power and fitted with the necessary 
equipment, would be preferable to specific types. When considering 
the importation of tractors and equipment. it would be _desirable to 
make trial tests with a few sample models before large scale impor-
tation. The teats could be baaed on factors such as: performance 
under rough conditions, ability to withstand rough handling, the rate 
of wear and tear in tropical aoila 1 length of life under tropical ell• 
matic conditions, ease of attainment of spare parts• and ease of opera• 
tion. 
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Success!'ul operation of tractors and equipment wu1· require 
the training of local people. University trained Agricultural 
engineers and mechanization specialists will also be needed. · They · 
should be able to teach ·and carry out research on problems of 
agricultural machinery. 
In Tanganyika, the open Ssvanah country suitable for arable 
crop 'production has low annual rainfall. It occurs seasonally in 
storms of high intensity and much of it runs off the soil surface. 
The nature and seasonality of rainfall, resulting in water shortage 
and the widespread existence of the tsetse fly, has led to about · 
two-thirds of the country being uninhabited.· 
· Crop production is divided· into .food crop and cash crop 
production. • 'l'he £-ood crops include grains dominated by com and 
sorghum and root crops dominated by cassava and · sweet potatoes. 
The value of food crops is difficult to ascertain because they axe 
grown on a self-help basis •. ~·Their surpluses are sold for extra 
cash. The cash crops ere dominated by cotton and Robusta and 
Arables coffee. The coffee is grown in areas with high rainfall- and 
tropical forest 11egetation.·, Cotton io the leading cash crop in the 
open Savanah area. Future farm planning with mechanical equipment 
could also consider the integration of crop and livestock. 
Although the population.density is lou, there are pockets of· 
fertile land vbich have high population densities. Examples of these 
areas are Chagzaland on slopes of Mount lC!Umanjnro and Sukumalend 
near Lake Victoria. Movement of surplus populations from these ereas 
for resettlement in new areas baa become necessary • 
9 
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· It ia in the now resettlement areas that mechanization will 
offer the best opportunities to increase production and to raise the 
level of living. In these areas, the organization of· farm sizes and 
shapes will be easier. Supervised settlement and·partnership settle• 
ment,schemes could be tried in these amas. ·In the supervised settle• 
ment schemes, sn;ups of farmers of 20 to 4.0 could be settled on farms 
of ·200 to·400 ·a.ires with ·provisions for future expansion~ ·· Management 
supervision could be provided by the staff of the extension division 
of the Ministry of Agriculture. In the partnership .schemes, the govern• 
ment; a finaneing ai;ency end the farmers could go· into partnership for 
the production of a cash crop. The government might provide manage• 
ment personnel, the financing agency might provide·tbe necessary 
capital and tho farmers could provide the labor. . ·. · 
· ·. · Because different regions of Tanganyika are at. different levels 
of economic development, dif!-erent stages of mechanization will be 
used. · In acme backward regions, traditional hoe cultivation is cheaper 
-than the use of hired tractors. In such areas. tractor cultivation 
could be profitable only after a reform in the land tenure.system. In 
some regions. <>::•cultivation is· still pre£-en-ed to tractor cultivation 
because of a lack of money capital to invest ln tractors, lack of 
technical knowledge, an unsuitable land tenure system, low crop yields, 
availability of oxen and social prestige attached to the ownership of 
oxen. 
1n soae. regions, the cash econcmy is already introduced. 
Farmers are willing to experiment with tractors and to·reorg3nim the 
ahapea of their plots to suit tractor cultivation. : They are more 
willing to move into neu unsettled areas and open farms planned on 
the basis of tt'actor cultivation. The governm.ent is ready to provide 
them with·better seed and fertilizers and technical advice. In these 
areas• tractor cultivation is aore p:-ofitable tban the hoc or ox• 
cultivatio11. '!he introduction of tractor cultivation, especially in 
the more advanced areas, will require input-output studies to deter-
mine optimum farm she and amount of labor to be combined with avail .. 
able tractor and implement combinations for profitable crop prod.uetion. 
The breakeven cost analysis used for mechanized crop production 
data at Namulonge makes it possible to estimate the probable net 
profits from various crop enterprises. For the Namulonge cropptns 
system, analysis of the data, for the period covered, shows that 
cotton was the most profitable crop I followed by peanuts I corn and 
edible beans. The decisions to increase or decrease crop acreage 
within a season w~uld depend on the estimates of the relative profi• 
tab1lity of the crops included in the rotation. Budgeting techniques 
could be used to determine which crop rotations are suitable for a 
particular faming area. In order that mechanical cultivation may 
reduce farming risks, research would be carried out to determine 
critical opthm.mi dates of performinz certain farming operations like 
planting and harvesting. 
Introduction of tractor power uill bring more land in culti-
vation. Tractor pouer may also be use;d for domestic processing, 
hauling of produce to markets and other domestic jobs which div~rt 
effort from crop production. Uhen both men and women are relieved 
of such dutieo, they can devote more of their time to crop production, 
a JL I U. l 
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e.g. devoting more ttme to harvest increased crop yields made. possible 
by'use of tractors. In this sense f.nt?'Oduct!on of tractors will pro• 
vide further opportunities for emplo~t. -· 
Increased agricultural production made possible by mechaniza• 
tion ~fill lead to the growth of industries processing agricultural 
products. These industries will provide other avenues for employ-
ment. Labor will begin to drift into these industries. More 
employment opportunities outside agriculture and increased labor 
mobility, aided by better means of transportation eventually will 
raise the wages of agricultural labor. At this stage of develop• 
ment , mechanical equipment will replace labor rather than supple• 
ment its efforts. 
In Tanganyika, agricultural loan and credit facilities similar 
to those in the United States are absent. The two loan funds organized 
during the late period of the colonial regime ~re not sufficient to 
serve the needs of the country. They atoo had many administrative 
problems because of lnek of experience on the part of farmers and 
officials employed by the government. At present, there is a need 
for a national credit agency. Thie agency could provide credit to 
farmers and be responsible for other credit management duties. 
In Tanganyika, marketing co-operatives have reached a high level 
of development. All the cash crops are being marketed through the 
marketing co-operatives. For coffee. there are two major African 
co-operative unions. The Bukoba Native co-operative Union, markets 
all the African grown Robusta coffee. The Kilimanjaro Native Co• 
operative Union markets the Arabica coffee 81'."0Wl1 on the slopes of 
mount Kilimanjaro. 
] 
The Tanganyika Co•operative Trading Agency is a multi•racial 
coffee marketins co-operative, to which nll other African coffee 
marketing co-operatives belong. For cotton, the Victoria Federation 
of Co•operativo Unions, handles all the cotton grown in the Lake 
region. 
11 
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ABSTRACT 
The ma.jor objectives of this study were concerned with the 
introduction of mechanical cultivation in the traditional Agriculture 
of Tanganyika in order to increase agricultural productivity. The 
introduction of tractor mechanieaticn could lead to increased returns 
from asriculture in the early stages of transition fror:i subsistence 
to com:aercial agriculture. However• tlle coeial and economic problems 
which tractors would create among African peasants, meke it necessary 
to use the ox-plow, especially in areal already having population 
pressure on land, as a stage to fuller mechanization. 
There is great need for investment in education 1n order to 
produce man w!th t:no-.-1ledge to collect co~t data• analyze the date and 
gtve guidance about the types of machinery and equipment that wil I. be 
economical to introduce in various regions of the country. 
The various attempts to introduce mechanized farming in several 
African farming areas have, in most casea, ended in financial looses 
due partly to lack of knouledge on the part of the peasant farmer and 
partly to lack of !-ull understanding of the issues involved on the 
part of the extension officers. 
As progreso will be made towards the commercialization of 
agriculture, lack of capital to invest in machinery will be a min 
restraint and possible lines of action to take in the reorgani24tion 
of the financial institutions have bean suggeGted. 
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